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GUS HAIL

The L37? Elections, A Turning Point*
The Next Four Yeqrs

The 1972 elections reflected the extremely complex, often contra-
dictory nature of present-day reality. It reflected all of the usual
complexities of reality plus the element of a new level of electoral
dernagogy. For a large section of the people the issues became con-
fused. Demagogy remains a formidable, powerful instrument of
reaction. We should not look for simple explanations, but we must
also not get lost in endless' secondary issues. While there is complex-
ity, there are also clear patterns, deffnite directions and clear lines
of development.

For us the elections are but a chapter in a book of struggle. The
struggles did not end in the voting booth. Now that the elections
are past, the issues, the movements, the struggles move back into
other forms. In all this, a reality that we cannot get away from is
that we are now going to have four more years'of Richard'Milhous
Nixon, and they will be four years of a racist, anti-labor, anti-demo-
cratic, reactionary lame-duck Nixon. And this fact presents serious
new problems. It presents new dangers. We will have a President
who has become the spokesman, the magnet for all the ultra-Right,
racist, anti-labor forces in the country. The L972 elections further
consolidated this front of reaction. We will have four more years
of a President who openly and vigorously uses the state-monopoly
capitalist structure in the drive for more productivity, for an intensi-
ffed exploitation of workers, for an escalating rate of corporate proffts.
We are going to have four more years of a President who leads in
the policies of racism, a President who leads the drive against the
poor. We will have an administration with an ultra-Right bent. We
will have four more years of extreme corruption, thievery and skul-
duggery.

More than ever the new Nixon Cabinet is a corporate "godfathers"'
cabinet. It is made up of men who have no political background. The
signs are clear. Even Republicans who had ambitions to run for
public office have all left, or have refused to serve in that Cabinet.

*'The following is the major part of a report presented at a meeting of
the Central Committee of the CPUSA held on December 8, 1973. Space
considerations have made it necessary to omit sorne very important sections
of the report. The reader is therefore urged to read the entire report, which
is ibeing published as a pamphlet, together with Comrade Hall's summary
of the discussion and concluding remarks, by New Outlook Publishers
under the title A Lame Duck in Turbulent Waters.

I
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For those with election ambitions the lame-duck Nixon policy is a

sinking ship from which rats scurry.
In view of the enorrnous powers of the Presidency, four more years

of a reactionary, racist, anti-labor, anti-democratic lame-duck Presi-
dent are a grave threat, a serious challenge to all forces of progress.
This threat should not in any way be underestimated. But the lame
duck is not going to be swimming in calm or placid waters. The
forecast is for stormy seas, high winds, strong countercurrents. This
is to be expected, beeause there is always the development of the
dialectical opposite. It will be four years of reaction, but it will also

be four years of struggle. It will be four years during which the
movements of the people will coalesce, four years of victories against
reaction. Therefore our words of concern are not expressions of
pessimism. The flags of warning are not calls for retreat.

fu life unfolds Nixon will ffnd out that he does not have a man-
date for his reactionary policies. He will have to learn that his
godfather image of himself is a delusion of grandeur that life will
dispose of. George Meany will learn that he can not get away with
his betrayal of the workers by supporting Nixon. Brennan will
quickly ffnd out that the working class is not going to follow the
plttr of wage freezes and an escalating cost of living. His 'hard hat"
will not cover up his betrayal of the working class'

More than likely historians will refer to this period not as the
lame-duck years of Nixon but rather as the years of histnric struggles

and victories against reaction, against racism. The mood of the rnsses
is not that of passivity. There is, of course, a momentary sense of
wait-and-see. But there is also a sense of militancy, of readiness to
do battle. The reactionary policies of the Nixon Administration will
set ofi new waves of struggle.

The Elec'tion Results

Let us examine the pertinent facts and ffgures of this election.

Because we are not iust an electoral party, it is necessary to look
at these within a broader framework.

There are about 140 million eligible voters. The total adult popu-
lation is actually larger, since this ffgure does not include the adults

who are not eligible to vote, such as non-citizens or those with
prison records. It is of importance to note that Nixon s vote rePresents

approximately 30 per cent of the total of 18-90-yea-r age spectrum.

If is important, of course, that he was the choice of 60 pe-r cent of
those who voted. But when we speak of struggle it is not limited to
those who voted. Therefore it is also important to keep in mind
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that some 50 per cent of the adult population did not register or
did not vote. As a rule these are the poorest section, t}e alienated,
the exploited and the discriminated-against. They are the migratory
workers and those who are forced to move from one slum house to
another.

Also, while we do not agree that abstaining is a meaningful action,
in the overall political assessment it is necessary to take into account
the 46 per cent who were registered but did not vote. These are
not a passive element either. In the 1972 elections a greater nurnber
of those registered than in previous elections used their abstention
as an act of protest against both parties of capitalism. Had there
been a more meaningful mass alternative, it is clear many in this
group would have voted. We must take note of this. But we must
also say it is not a meaningful action. There was no movement to
boycott the elections, and the abstentions helped Nixon get the
60 per cent vote 'that he received. And if those who abstained
wanted a meaningful protest they could have voted for the Com-
munist candidates.

In general, the voting patterns did not move in any one direction.
Instead they reflected the fact that there were many contradictory
pressures. Though Nixon received 60 per cent of the vote, all the
congressmen and senators with the best positions on ending the
war and other questions were re-elected, while some who have sup-
ported the war and taken a generally more reactionary position
were defeated. Racism emerged in a new and extremely dangerous
way in the elections. But it is also important to take note of the
victories of Black candidates-one in the Senate and 15 in the House
of Representatives, including I Black Congresswomen. And lhqse
victories were won in some districts where the majority of the voters
are white.

Within this total picture it is of greatest signi.ftcance that 87 per
cent of the Black voters voted against Nixon. There are also eiti-
mates that something like 75 to 80 per cent of the Puerto Rican
vote went against Nixon. Meany and Abel went for Nixon but there
was a revolt against them in the ranks of labor. The open rebellion
by the 3 state federations and 18 international unions, the emergence
of the Labor Peace Council, the work of TUAD and the rise oihun-
dreds, if not thousands, of rank-and-file groups, are all of very great
signiffcance.

The independent registration is now at an all-time high. Some
say that it is now larger than either the Democratic or Republican
registration. In the ffeld of foreign policy, monopoly capital moves
towards more realistic policies, while in domestic afiairs it now
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supports more reactionary policies.- These trends are all reflections

of^ihe contradictions and the complexities of the moment'

In this assessment we must not ieave out the reaction to the Com-

munist campaign. I think it reflects a new level of the process of

radicalizatio'n, a'level which represents the outlook of a rather broad

sector of the political spectrum. This is a new developmgnt' This is

a new level-^a degree 
^of 

radicalization that is marked by a deep

interest in socialisir, in Marxism-Leninism, and which responds in

a new way to the YWLL and the Party. I don't think this is appre-

ciated in our Party or fully in our leadership. There is a serious

underestimation of this new trend. It is a harvest we are not gather-

ing because we underestimate it' . . .

U.S. lmperialism s Retreats

The 1972 elections stand as dramatic evidence of the change in

world relationships and in the mood of the masses on foreign policy

matters. In a senie it is ironical that the old cold warrior Nixon won

his re-election partly by retreating from positions on which he had

built his liftetime reactionary career. The shift was a surprise to.

many. But as you know, based on our class analysis, we have sig-

nalei these developments for some time. Nixon's shift reflected the

compelling for"es rif history. We have said for some time the world

balance of po*". is tipping against imperialism. The 
-post-war

world capitalist structure-ii crumbling. U.S. imperialism-is losing its

unchalleriged position of dominance in the world capitalist pyramid'

From all 
"this we have correctly concluded that the United States

would be forced to adjust its tactics, to consider new maneuvers and

some elements of retreat.
This became an important factor in the elections. It became the

dominant foreign policy issue. The war in Vietnam reached an

impasse. The gieai majority of the people of the United States re-

lecied the wai It became'politically, militarily 
-and 

diplomatically

untenable. U.S. imperialism was forced to consider some new ma-

neuvers and retreafs. The Nixon plan was to retreat and to orches-

trate the withdrawal so that it would approach its end by election

day. The plan contained the elements both of retreat and an election

*"rr"or"r. Nixon won many votes with this Plan' The announce-

ment of the initial agreements and that peace was at hand had an

important effect. Maises voted for an end to the war'

t.S. imperialism maneuvers and retreats but it has not given uP

its aggression, even in Indochina' By way of the peace agreement,

Nixoi"would like still to continue his policies, without u.s. troops.
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But this is simply another policy based. on myth. . . .

-Nixon's trips to the Soviet Union and to People's Chinl were steps
of retreat from the cold-war positions. They 

-were 
steps of ad;uJt-

ment.
Nixon used these steps in his electoral maneuvers. But this does

not in any way change the signiffcance of these events. The fact
that the elections forced Nixon to move faster than would otherwise
have been the case does not change the basic facts or the importance
of these agreements. It is of great interest that while Nixon could
not unite monopoly circles around his old policies, he has now re-
ceived their full support for policies that include these elements
of maneuver and retreat. These positions have a signiffcance that
goes _bey,ond the electoral maneuvers. They reflect a new stage in
world relationships. They are victories for socialism. The directions
of these developments are unmistakable.

The elections in Puerto Rico and the negotiations with Cuba on
the hijacking issue also open up new bases of pressure for changes
in these areas. The deterioration of the cld cold-war policies were
evident in the West German elections. Brandt won the elections
also because he took steps to end cold-war positions. The same trend
continues in the elections in Australia and New Zealand.

_ Policies of aggression against the German Democratic Republic
have always been important links in the cold-war policy. The new
agreements are signiffcant breakthrough steps and important victories
against imperialism. The German Democratic Republic has broken
through the cold-war ring of imperialism that has impeded its de-
velopment for so many years. The new developments have also
cleared some of the main roadblocks to a European security treaty.

4g"rl, these are refections of the changed world relationships. Theie
developments constitute new evidence of the collapse of the old
capitalist world postwar structure. They are important victories in
the_ class {ruggle on a world scale. They will all leave their imprint
and will themselves further change the relationship of forces.

N ew Im,periali$ Maneuoers

When we 
-speak 

about the element of retreat we have to keep a
number of things in mind. U.S. imperialism has not actually mide
a decision that it is going to pull in its horns and live in peace and
equality with the world. It maneuvers and retreats only where it is
foreed to do so.

While there are growing pressures to bypass Israel as an instru-
ment of oil imperialism, U.S. poliey is to support the Israeli policies
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of annexation and aggression against the Arab countries. The U.S.

government continueil potcy of disrupting and splitti-ng the Arab

Iountries. The reactionary night-wing elements are willing-tools for
carrying out this policy. As siruggles in the countries of Africa con-

tinub to grow, U.S. policy is to work with the racist colonial regimes.

It is a iolicy of speedy economic and political penetration. The

policy oi ag[ressiori against Chile continues. U.S. imp-erialism has
-not 

given up its designs on Cuba. It is not about to leave Puerto

Rico]The Ct.e. ir ,r[ to itt fflthy neck in the campaign of murder
in the Philippine Islands and in the antLCommunist drive in Brazil.

Year by year military budgets are increasing' In the three years

since Nixon made a big ,rrt o.rttcement about putting al end to
research and stockpiles ;f chemical weapons the research budget

for this development has doubled.
One should ihe."fore have no illusions about the intentions of

U.S. imperialism.
TherJ are new contradictions between the capitalist countries.

There is a new element in their struggle for markets. They are now

in a struggle for the socialist market and this competition- is_ again

clear eviiJnce of the change in world relations. From blockade and

embargo the capitalist couritries have moved to a scramble for trade

with the socialist countries.
Some on the Left have tried to use these developments on the

world scene to further their anti-socialist campaigns. This slander

is peddled especially by the Trotskyites, who continue to masquerade

i., ^the electiois as "socialirts," and 6y their liberal eeho, the Guatd,ian,

which has also tried its best in this regard. we have always fouglrt

against all policies of U.S. imperialism. We have {w1/s fought

afainst both^the cold war and lhe hot wars. For us this has always

bien and always will be a test of our intemationalism'

In the world struggle against imperialism it is necessary for the

socialist countries arid'the-forces of national liberation to take full
advantage of all difficulties and divisions in the imperialist camP.

It is nJcessary to take advantage of speciffc moments. The pre-

election period constituted such a moment. The pre-election.initiative

of the fi"br"*ur" comrades was such an act. Likewise the drives

to break down the cold war barriers by the Soviet union, Poland

and the other socialist countries were important actions against

imperialism r .

6n the other hand, the talks between Nixon and the leaders of

People,sChinacannotbeplaced.inthesameclass.Whetherthe
dipl'omatic, economic and political exelanges an{ agree-m.ents be-

;len capitalist and socialist couptnes will result in ilefeats for
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imperialism or not depends on the policies of the socialist countries
taking part in those exchanges. So far the Nixon-Kissinger-Chou En-lai
talks have resulted in an increase in the Chinese attacks on other
socialist countries. This is a plus for imperialism. The Chinese struggle
against the independence of Bangladesh and their continued zup-
port for the Pakistan policy of aggression is a plus for imperialism.
The Chinese effort to split the anti-imperialist forces in the Middle
East and in many countries in Africa and South America is also
a plus for imperialism. The fflthy, slanderous, poisonous anti-Soviet
speeches by the spokesmen of China at the United Nations are still
another plus for imperialism. One can only condemn such strike-
breaking on a world scale, such counter-revolutionary policies. We
reject the anti-socialist, anti-Communist slander of the petty-bourgeois
radicals which turns into a "Lefif support for imperialism.

On our part we cant afiord even the slightest of illusions about
U.S. imperialism. Imperialism is forced to accept the element of
retreat because of the change in world relationships. There is no
'hew Nixon.' There is only the same old reactionary Nixon who is
forced to maneuver and retreat and change tactics because of the
changed situation. The struggles and movements of the people of
the U.S. exert a very important influence on the maneuvers of U.S.
imperialism. That these particular actions took place during the elec-
tions is an indication of the role mass sentiments play in such moves.
The credit for victories against imperialism must be given to the
forces of anti-imperialism.

U.S. imperialism has not given up its ideological struggles any more
than it has given up its policies of aggession. There is a shift in
tactics here also. There is no market for the old slogans. There were
few takers for the 'world Communist conspiracy" theme of Schmitzt
Presidential campaign. In this context there is new emphasis on
anti-Communism from the "Left." Imperialism is putting special
emphasis on Maoism, Trotskyism, on various shades of national-
ism. It is at the same time placing increased reliance on Zionism
and Meany-Lovestonoism. They are fflling in where the old cold
warriors have been forced to leave off. All you have to do is to
watch the Nau, York Times and you can see the conscious, calcu-
lated use of these counter-revolutionary currents. This calls for new
efforts to expose them on our part. These currents have also become
more sophisticated. We must sharpen up our attacks accordingly.

The M&ooem Campaign

It is also ironical that in all this the McGovern camp was left
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holding the cold-war bag. McGovern quoted Nixon again;t Nixon

on the cold war. This JnIy gave McGovern the -image 
of holding

on to the old cold-wa, poiitiort. His line was taken as a criticism

of Nixon for changing tictics. He was also left holding the Zionist

bag by opposing ihe" dropping of the -discriminatory 
tari$ against

Soiiet-trade. He-carried thir ri"*ug"-this vicious bite-into unions

urrJ *""ti"gs throughout the country. Nixon cleverly used 
-tlle 

issue

of the milli"ons of lJbs that will come from Soviet trade. McGovern,

who was for full employment, was thus against a concrete measure

tfr"i *iff provide iobs-namely, trade with the socialist countries. On

the Middle East Nixon kept'silent, as he did on most issues during

the campaign, except the promotion of-racism' McGovern' on the

oat "i 
t"ira,"*"d" tfre most^vicious, anti-Soviet, cold-war speeches in

hit ,tt"*pi to get the ]ewish vote, especially in- New Y9*' .- 
Oo for"ign pJli"y 

"ffairs, 
the McGovern camP badly misjudged the

mood of tli" people. McGovern's was a one-sided position. One posi-

tion-that of 'errdirrg the war, was undercut .by^Nion 
s demagogy

and by tlre 
"o.rct"te 

actions toward ending it' But-even.here Mc-

Govern's waverings on Laos, Thailand anJ Cambodia did a lot of

damage to his su[port. The only position that would have undercut

Nixon" would haid been to cail ?ot " end to all policies oi 1g-
gession, for an end to the cold war and for full trade and dis-

irmament. It was the ffrst presidential election campaign in over

S0y""rrinwhichthecoldwarrhetoricwasabsent'Thiswasagain
a riflection of tlle new realities, including the mood of the massos'

The top military circles gave their un'Ied suPpo{ to Nixon and

called the" tune on the chanfes in foreign policy positions. -They 
gave

their support to the program"of troop withdrawals and to the changes

in the cold war poli iErr. And by and large- they also :"Ppo{-"-d
Nixon on domestic issues. The reaction of bi[ business Jo 9" mildly

itb";;1 propor"t, of the Democrats was almost hysterical. _These 
fears

;; ;i";.li related to the new world dev-elopments. While being

forced to retreat in some areas of foreign policy, the corp-orate estab-

lishment wants to run a tight reactionary ship on the home front'

They want the state-co.po."t" monopoly siructure to be in the hands

of p"opt" who are ,rot^ 
"orr""*ed 

about mass moods' And that is

cle,irly'the main characteristic of the new Nixon Cabinet'- 
Th; monopolists are for changes in- diplomatic and trade rela-

tions with c6untries of socialism, but they do not want arty corre-

sponding relaxations on the ideological front' In fact they have

intensiffed their ideological campaigi, especia{f tt'ut with.a ..Lsff

cover. In domestic policy they want more of the same-racism' pro-

ductivity drive, wale frl"r"'-'"t"lting in the highest rate of profft
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in history. It was on this basis that Nixon received the most united
support of big business that any presidential candidate has had in
recent history. This basic direction in foreign and domestic policies
most likely will eontinue for at least the time immediately ahead.

Within the total scene in which the elections took place, there are
many speciffc factors that influenced the outcome. There was the
almost total boycott and sabotage of the McGovern campaign by
the Democratic Party machine. This was also a reflection of the
united monopoly support for the Republicaus. There was &e silent
sabotage by the liberal establishment, likewise a sign of the united
monopoly support for Nixon. There was the almost unanimous edi-
torial endorsement of Nixon by the mass media, a further reflection
of the united corporate backing. There was the support of the
Meanys and the Abels which, too, reflected Nixon's monopoly sup-
port.

There was great fear of the mass movements that initially gathered
around the McGovern campaign. Early in the campaign the Re-
publicans, through their inside provocateurs, were able to paint
McCovern as a captive of the hippies and as a defender of the drug
cult. Nixon won votes in the Catholic community on the parochial
school issue. He won votes in the Jewish community on his support
to the aggressive polices of IsraelS rulers.

The Rise of Racism

Racism emerged in a new way in these elections. It was used in
a new way. Here again, Nixon reflects the shift in the position of
monopoly capital. On civil rights it is a shift away from a policy
of concessions to one of racist attacks. Its slogan is: 'oThe Blacks,
the Chicanos, the Puerto Ricans and now the American Indians have
gone too far." A shift in policies is accompanied by new appeals to
racism and the backward fears of whites. Wallace has a right to
boast that Nixon and Agnew have taken up his line. Nixon's appeals
are on the same level and on the same issues as Wallace's. The trans-
ference of Wallace's support to Nixon creates a new danger and a
new base for racism.

A Presidential appeal to racism becomes a Presidential license for
racist violence. The cold-blooded murders at Southern University,
Louisiana; the racist attacks and provocations on board naval vessels;

the violence at the sites of housing projects; the racist actions in
Canarsie and dozens of other areas-all these are not isolated in-
stances. They are fed by the racist atmosphere created by the drive
led by Nixon. Those involved are doing what the government is
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doing. There is a new reffnement' It is the same old racism but it
is seared now to take full advantage of the backward fears and

;"?;;,;-;"erns of whites. It is geired to take full advantage of

i"rt proUt"*s people are faced with. It is especially geared to eco-

nomic issues.--ih; 
o"w ,ppe*I to racism presents- a- new d1ng9r because in the

elections it inlilenced ,"* ,"itio,,s of the people' It was an overall

ultra-Right instrument and influence on the elections. It presents a

,rL* auig", because it has resulted in racist acts that involve thou-

*"a"-"ri picket lines, in meetings, in -acts 
of violence by- larger

*orpr. Th'e racist dagger was behind all of the talk about busing,

i"i*'ir*ur and the w"oik ethic. We must see the centrality of the

lr"* a""g"r. The way in which racism was used in the 1972 elec-

tions must serve as a warning on how it can be used to push the

"o""oy 
to the Right, on horrr* it is related to the danger of fascism

in the U.S. We must draw lessons on how to ffght racism' ]ust as

;;"i;; is geared to take advantage-of concrete issues, our stnrggle

"!ri"tt 
,riir- and our expo-srre-of racist demogogy must be also

;il;d to these same issuei. We must do more to present real solu-

Iions to real issues in a way that exposes the corporate interests

behind the racist appeals ot th"t" issues' We must do more to place

the class issues and-solutions. We must do more to convince, orga-

nize and move white people on the basis of their self-interest to get

i",o afr" struggle agairst^racism. We must do more, concretely' to

expose the fac"t tha[ they are dupes of 
-this 

demagogy'-il 
Party and the masses moti t"" the centrality -of 

this struggle

,, lt i, related to all other struggles' We must see the new dangers

within the framework of the struggle against the policies of the lame-

duck administration. But it must not and need not lead to paralyzing

hopelessness or inaction. We must reiect any id-ea that only time

"rrh 
prol*ged experience will create the basis for the struggle against

raciJm. tn ihis struggle it is important to keep in mind that racism

was a reactionary iiIrer,"e in the elections because it was wrapped

in a fog of demagogy. Therefore the struggle against it must in-

clude tlie 
"*pos.rt", 

concretely, of this new demagogy'

The Trend Toward Political Ind'ependence

what happened to the trend toward political independence in

the 1g72 
"i""tiorrr 

is of course of great importance for us. As a
jolitical trend it continued to- grow..The electoral experience added

irrel to its ffres. Earlier much of the independent movement was

i*tr, or", by the McGovern campaign. fu a trend it was a factor

rszz Ertciloi{S ll
in the Democratic Party Convention. It was a factor in the McGovern
nomination. There were some independent forms outside of the
Democratic Party that operated in some of the state primaries.

After the convention, however, it became defused in the Mc-
Govern campaign. As the campaign progessed the trend became
frustrated and sections became demoralized. Some of the independents
were among the 46 per cent who were registered but did not vote.
Some worked in the campaigns on the state and district levels. The
frustration developed not only ,because McGovern retreated, but
because they were powerless to do anything about it. Therein lies
the big lesson we must help all independents to draw.

Without independent forms, without forms that are free from
the influence of the old party machines they will never be in a posi-
tion to influence or determine any campaign. Political independence
without independent forms will remain a trend without political clout.
Politicians will sometimes reflect a trend but they will deal with
and negotiate only with an organized movement. It is impossible
for the independent forces to take over t}re Democratic Party.

We must help the independents to draw this lesson because there
is a need for action now. It would be a mistake to wait for another
election before taking action. The elections are fresh in the minds
of millions, including the betrayal of the Democratic Party machine.
The struggle now going on between the liberals and the Right
wing in the Democratic Party machine will wipe out more illusions
about taking it over. It is an opportune moment for new initiatives.
The Left forces should seek to turn the independent forces away
from trying to become an opposition within the Democratic Parly.
The Left could steer them toward independent forms, toward broad
electoral and legislative coalitions on issues and actions. This is an
opportune moment because now such a movement can take up the
issues as the basis for its work.

The 1972 elections clearly emphasize the new urgent need for new
mass formations, independent of the two old parties of monopoly
capital. We in the broader Left must take up in a new way the
advocacy and the urgency of a broad people's party based on the
working class that will be the vehicle for political independence. . . .

Black Y oters and C andidntes

The one very clear pattern in the 1972 election was the 87 per
cent vote against Nixon by Black voters. This was a very conscious
vote against reaction. It was a vote against racism but it also re-
fleoted a deep concern about the overall reactionary direction of
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Nixons policies. The Black,delegates u: 9" Democratic Party Con-

vention were an i*pott""l fo'"e"fo' political independence' And this

i, afr" 
"rr" 

in each aiea of movement' In the light of t]r9 elections' we

rfr."ia take a new look at the question of political-independence'

Ithinkallexperiencesarguefo,.th".,,"edof-political-independence
that has some grass-roots"b"e' Emphasis on such a base need not

be pl"c"d in olposition to the-pre^sent electoral victories of Blaek

candidates. As long as such a b^use does not exist' candidates wilI

oo on makins tfr"it p"fiti*l deals with the old machines' They al-

;ilil;;ilit *t"y *u"t to be re_elected. The large attendance at

p"lfrf"A "orf"r*"". 
like the- 

Gary conference' the role of the Black
-Co"tr"ttio"al 

Caucus and the emergen-ce of the Black Labor Con-

ference all point in the direction of 
"political 

indeplfel"::,.Lt 
f'"L

il;;-l; porid"rr i,a"f"r,a""ce' How ihi' ""t be ielated with work

;;,h; 'gir."-"" leiel is a vety important question' Without Politi
cal independence it it aim*tt io U"la-gtasi-roots movements' And

without grass-roots *r"rn".,t, it is diffiJult to build- political inde-

perrd"r"J The 87 per cent vote against Nixon in the Black com-

inunity can be a solid base for such movements'

ThJ number of Black representatives elected to the U'S' Con-

Eresshasincreasedfrom4inlg62tolSrepresentativesandone
*?:#";; 

-igio, 

""a 
now to 15 representatives and one senator in

L972. Three representatives are Black women-shirley qhis\9lm of

New York, Bariara Jordan of Texas, and Yvonne Burke of California'

it u 
"t""*ion 

of Andrew Young from Atlanta also has special sig-

,in"rr"", as does the re-electiJn of Ronald Dellums of California'

it u." were Black candidates in the general elections in 44 congres-

rio""i nitaticts. The total number oiBlack public oficials-continues

or, "r, 
upward swing and with growing independ*:"'-,I: is esti-

*","J tn'at 1,OOO glu:tr were elecied to-public-office in the South-

"r, 
irr"r"rr" of 25 per cent from 800 in i970' th"t" ate 227 Blacks

;i;;a to state lelirlut,re, in 38 states, as compared to 206 in 37

,iates ir, 1970, anJ there are 43 Black state senators in 26 states as

compared to 37 state senators in 21 states in 1"970'""'iff;;t;r" 
oi nt""t public officials is not only -" 

gloY+ ln num-

bers; it adds a qualitativ;ly new contribution to the- legislative and

democratic process. This piovides- a challenge and a base for greater

ila"p""a"rJ" "rrd 
particilpation by labor, women' y9"ft and other

for"6, which form tle ba'" fot a people's party-and for independent

formations outside of the two-party prison'
-- 

i ,aill do not have all the fa^cts about the voting in 
^t]re 

chicano

"o*rrr,rrrity. 
According to some 

-e-stilat9s' 
there was " ry * 67 pq

cent vote against ffi";. But all the indieations are that Political
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independence as a trend continues to grow in the Chicano corn-

munity. This was reflected in the policy of abstaining from voting
on the Presidential level advocated by the La Raza Unida Putly.
We need to hear more from comrades about this policy' ' . '

I-a.bor and, the Eleaiorw

If further proof were necessary of how inseparably close the top
labor leadership of the AFL-CIO is to the top monopoly circles, it
came through in the elections. It was more than collaboration. It
was dog-like obedience, it was unconfitional surrender, it was

groveling loyalty to the most reactionary sections of monopoly capital.
As the ruling class gave its support to the shifts in foreign policy,

so did Meany, Abel, Hoffa and Fitzsimmons. The fears of the ruling
class, including the fears of mass movements, became their fears,
including the fear of what the rank and file of the trade unions
would do.

The ruling class supports the idea of laws that will tie the trade
unions into the state-monopoly capitalist structure. This includes a

system of government-regulated unions, compulsory arbitration, gov-
ernment-sponsored speedup drives, government-regulated wages, gov-
ernmental emergency decrees, injunctions, use of the military, and a

continuation of racism in the shops and unions. The Meanys are
very much for all this. They are for anything that bypasses struggle.
Nixon ofiers this path. Therefore the top labor leadership was not
neutral; it was for Nixon. Their position is the logical outcome of
policies of class collaboration.

Meany has claimed a victory for his policies. But he has crowed
too soon. The betrayal will come home to roost-in workers' homes,
in their pay checks, in racism.

One of the most signiffcant developments in the elections was the
revolt in the trade union movement against Meany's policies. There
was the emergence of rank-and-file committees against Meany's
support of Nixon. There were the revolts in the Colorado, Florida,
California, Massachusetts state bodies. There were the emergence
of the Labor Peace Council, the work and materials put out by the
TUAD, the independent action of the 13 international unions. As
the Nixon anti-labor program unfolds, 'this revolt will take on new
and signiffcant meaning. How to keep this movement rolling, how
to be ready with broad initiatives for struggles becomes a very im-
portant matter in the weeks ahead.

Contracts involving 4 million workers come up for negotiation
this year. This will give new meaning to the revolt. What is needed
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is new initatives, new approaches to contract provisions, and greater

authority and power to departmental shop stewards and grievance

committees. Nerv initiativei are needed for grass-roots legislative

conferences on state, regional and city levels, with actions directed

to state and municipal legislative bodies as well as to Congress.

There should be conferen@s on inflation, on corporate proffteering,

on taxes, on the wage f,reeze, on speeduP, on the shorter work

week, on working 
"oriditiot 

t, and all of the other p:oblems- of iob
,""rrrity. There si'ould be conferences on physical and mental health

of woikers. And special attention must be directed to contract pro-

visions to eliminati racism on all iob levels and in all upgrading'

what is needed is initiatives that will bring together new move-

ments of the working class and the Black, Chicano and Puerto Rican

peoples. what is caued for is an organized form of working-class

i.rd pop,rlur support to the unions in contract negotiations and in

strike freparations. This calls for greater democracy in the unions

and participation of workers in the negotiations.
The revolt against Meany's class-collaborationist policies -has 

new

roots. The base is not narrow. It is a Left development but it is

mueh more than that. It is a shift to class-struggle policies, with
the welfare of the workers getting the ffrst consideration-the top

priority.- fn a[ this, young workers and Black workers are playing key

roles.
The building of rank-and-ffle movements must become a central

task for the whole Party. It must be approached very concretely'

It must be an item of check-up in our industrial concentration work.
The special election meetings of trade unionists for the communist

candida[es that were held in Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles

were of special signiffcance. They were breakthrough meetings' Th-ey

were all ,ury ro"c"rsful. The turnout to t}e trade union dinner for
Cornrade Irving Potash points in the same direction.

In our work bf industrial concentration we must take up in a new

way the following two questions:
i. ffre struggle agairxt racism. To win white workers for this

struggle is a concentration task. We must h*ti " concrete plan of
how we are going to conduct this struggle. Without a concrete strug-

gle against iacism our industrial concentration work will be built
on sand.

2. The building of class political independence. We must ffnd the
concrete forms. We must take the concrete initiatives to create that
movement.

The lesson of the elections is that we must raise our industrial
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work to higher levels. As it is the key element in the overall strug-
gle, it is the key task for our Party.

The Commanist Partg's Campaign-a CampaignThat Reached Mi.llians

We cannot go into all of the angles here, but it is necessary for
us to examine the Party's electoral campaign from many points of
view.

We must examine such questions as: What was the overall thrust
of the campaign? How did we infuence mass patterns of thought?
How did we measure up in the propaganda and educational depart-
ments? How did we do in YWLL, Party, press and literature build-
ing? We should examine the effect of the campaign on our relation-
ships with the peace forces, including the narrow anti-Communist
'Left," like the Guardian. We should look into our new relationship
to the campuses, to the academic communities and the surrounding
areas, to the people who talked with us on radio programs.

We must probe the efiects of the campaign on our relations with
the broader democratic movements-in particular with the Black,
Chicano, Puerto Rican, Indian movements. What new elements came
forward as candidates, what were the issues they presented? What
were the results? What initiatives have been taken to strengthen
relations with independent political forces? We must examine our
new relations with trade unions. What labor candidates began to
come forward?

We must examine-and develop further-a whole system of rela-
tionships arising out of our experiences in every maior city and many
small towns with the mass media. What is the followup and what
are the potentials in this areaP

We should examine how much of the Party was involved, how the
campaign a$ected the inner life of the clubs. Above all else we must
examine carefully, but critically and boldly, our policies, estimates
and concepts of Communist work. We must ffnd the answers to the
resistance, to the hesitation, to the lack of full support for the
campaign. We must examine the Communist vote. It is a good time
to examine wealanesses because we have just completed a most
successful campaign.

We stretched all of the rubber bands that hold us back. We cut
many of them, but some others are still hanging on. Because of the
new experiences some old problems appear in a new llght.

For example, should we not now examine what were the reasons

we did not nrn Communist presidential candidates for some 30 years?
In the elections in 1948 and 1952 we workod with the Progressive
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Pafi, so the absence of a Party ticket is explainable' pu! in the

other elections, even if we could not have made the ballot in one

state, should we not have run candidates? There have been a few

"*"p,i""t 
where candidates have run for local offices' but these

*"rJ -ortly in cases where it was not necessary to run on the Com-

munist PartY line.
What were the reasons is now an important question' because

we faced the same hrrgop, in 1968 and in 1972' We will not ffnd

the answers in tactical [oisiderations. The roots are deeper.
---ffr" -"r-paign 

has resulted in some changes' Tlere is a new self-

respect in thJ Party' It is based o' u ttiu understanding of the

Party's role as an organization' There is a new respect for the

Party by others.
For some on the Left and for some liberals it is momentarily

puirfUlo u"cept the idea that the Party-is not a footstool-something

io stand or, 
"r^d 

reach higher or to kitk aside when it is no longer

needed. We want united "front relations but never on the condition

oi prttirg the Party to the side' We are not going to be the hidden

component in coalitions.
The campaign opened up a 

-new- 
stage in the life of our Party'

" ;;; *"1"p? nf it, ,ole'and, political activity' In the world of

capitalism there is a word used when a corporatiol,Iljt-lt:, """k
,i'i* trf" on the market. They say it is "going public"' That is in

a sense what we are doing' W" 'i" "goin[ public'" Now that the

election campaign is over'it does not mean that we are going to

slip back intl tle old methods of doing tfings' , - r^The Party's campaign had some unique features' Comrade Jarvis

Ty*; ,"a'r urrd'roi" others appe,ared on some 2'000 television

stations, and we ,pok" to *"y -illiorrs' We appeared and spoke

on some 1,800 radio stations' fue spoke at some 30 colleges and

universities. We spoke at more Communist Party public meetings

than have been held in some 20 years'

By actual count we distributed over 5 million pieces-of election

-atlriul. We held some 50 press conferences' We collected over

SJ0,O00 signatures. We won " 
do'"' or so legal cases against undemo-

cratic laws.
On * scale of measurement, that is an historic achieaamerfi" '

What are some of the political efiects of the campaign? At the

verv toD of the list I wouid put the fact that in the minds of tens

;i.,rilil;;;;" the party'a tiving organization, compoled of real

ili;; people; in the minds of millions we became legitimate; we

;;;;il"'i;;rt. I think we struck a historic blow against the caricature

irt"g" "f oL furay. The Party became people' program' personalities'
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We injected a class viewpoint-a working-class position-into all
questions. This was a new experience to millions and millions of our
people. In that sense I think we helped to develop class conscious-
ness on a broad scale.

We added a new level to the struggle against racism. This-the
class approach, the self-interest angle-was new to millions of white
Americans.

We gave a new insight into the question of imperialism and wars.
We discussed, for the ffrst time, directly with millions, the question
of socialism as the answer to the concrete problems they fa-e. . . .

Weaknesses in the Cam,paign

There were wealnesses, but again they must be seen in the con-
text of a very successful campaign.

The causes of the weaknesses are many, including inexperience.
We started talking early but we started working late. The leadership
&d not shift cadre to the election front. We could have been on
the ballot in at least 10 more states if not for the hangups. The hang-
ups are political and ideological. For example, how do the comrades
from Cali{ornia explain the mess there? Or how do the com-
rades from Texas, Indiana, New York, Massachusetts, or all of
New England from Connecticut to Maine, and the southern states
explain the shortcomings thereP We know what you did not do;
more important is why you did not do more. Undoubtedl/, we also
made mistakes in the national center, even though the points of
production and the areas of action, the key decisions and mobiliza-
tions, were in the states and the cities.

The program and all of the other election materials were far
superior to the literature of the past campaigns. The make-up was
much more popular. Many of the other minority candidates adopted
our positions.

But there are some weaknesses here also. Our platform was too
much in the form of a list of demands. The same is true of other
pieces, including the program for Black liberation. This puts us in
the category of other parties, competing for bigger demands. Some-
one says $100-we say $200. They say $800-we say $400. And so on.
At a certain point in the process of 'upping the ante" people will
draw the conclusion that you are not serious about their problems
and that you are being cynical. People want answers to the question
of how are you going to do it?" People want to understand the direc-
tion of the policies. . . .
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The Comnatni$ Partlis Yote

We do not have all of the facts about the Communist vote' The

truth is tlat we never will. We already have enough evidence to in-

dicate that in many cases the absentee and write-in votes have not

been counted. We *ft" f,ut" some evidence that even the regular

votes were not all .o"","i. And we dort't have all of the votes that

have been counted. grt *" have enough to make an assessment' In

this connection, I t r* t"r,t'"d that Jfficia1ly there are one and a

half million .'ot", tlruli *"i" ""tt 
but for some reason are lost and

not accounted for. I a* so,e among that million and a half there are

many Communist votes.

Of course, *" 
"rrrroi 

Ue satisffed with our vote' But the reasons for

the small vote are not a mYstery' ' ' '
But the main factor that 

-keeps 
our vote down is the infuence of

th" l"rr"t evil pattern in votingi It is a bigger problem for the Party

;;;; the pJopb who support us are peop-le in mass.movements'

And that ls rirheie the lessei evil concept is the strongest. , .

I had all uoa, oi-l""pr" t"1 *", ..I- dont know-yet whether I'll

,oi" t- you and T.y;L, 6r for McGovern'" Let us face the problem

squarely. My guess is that 80 per cent, m1rfb9-40 P:t ::"1 of Com-

mlunists did'nJt vote for the Communist Presidential ticket. In some

areas it may be even higher. Let u; face a still more serious problem'

There a.e membem of fiis body who did not vote for the Communist

ticket. If that is so, why shoid we be surprised that people on the

i;ii;h" generally srpport the Party's potitioo did not vote for the

Communist ticket?- a, pi""r of how important ideological work is, sincr the elections

, ,r,rrib", of comradei h"r" told me that had they read the report

tothelastCentralCommitteemeetingbeforetheelectionsthey
wo,rld have voted for the Communist ticket, and not for Mccovern'

I rrr\r" reports of communists who said right before the elections

that they agreed McGovern cannot make it but were going to vote

for him'an/way. I think that raises the political q""tqo:,even to a
hieherlevel.Ifsomebodythoughthisorhervotewouldbethedif-
i;i;";" between election and rion-election of McGovern, that might

be partially understood-though I cannot accePt Sven 
tl.rat But that

wal not the case. There *ut io doubt in anybody's mind about what

the result of this election was going to be'--ffr" 
question is how are we going to characterize such actions-by

Com*rirists? Should we be silent? Are we going to say, 'It's under-

standable. They meant well. They were worried about Nixon."? I
dont think so. . . .
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We have to place the question sharply. The reason there are two
parties of capitalism is to be able always to have a lesser evil. If
this is so, and if masses follow this lesser-of-two-evils practice, when
will the time come when politics of independence, politics of the
working class, politics of socialist revolution become a realityP

Some speak about the dynamics of mass upsurge as the key, and
maintain that therefore there is no need for an advanced expression
now. But such dynamics are of small value unless they are combined
with advanced ideas and an advanced detachment. And there can
be no advanced detachment without breaking with the lesser of two
evils as a basic concept of electoral politics, because the choice will
always be between two candidates of capitalism.

Sometimes one hears the argument that the masses do not engage
in protest votes, that they vote only if there is a chance to win. But
must that therefore be our policy? Should we not work to change
that concept of tlle masses?

To take a forthright stand, to educate the masses against the con-
cept of the lesser of two evils does not mean that when there is no
other choice, we cannot take a stand. But that is the exception, not
the rule. We took note of the &fferences between Nixon and Mc-
Govem but we did it without plugging for the lesser of two evils.
In the Part/, we must pose the question on a much higher level. For
a Communist not to vote for a Communist candidate violates the
most elementary understanding of a class approach to struggle. It
shows a total lack in class consciousness, in socialist consciousness.
It is tailism. It is liquidationism, it is pure, raw opportunism.

How can such wealnesses occur? The main responsibility for this
lies with the Party leadership. We have not struggled against such
wealnesses. A bigger Communist vote would now be a bigger factor
in the struggle against Nixon's policies. . .

The Deeper Roots of Our Weaknesses

It would be unusual indeed if after such an important experience,
after such an intensive period of mass work, we were not forced to
take a critical look at our Party, at its tactics, policies and Ieader-
ship. . . .

I"et us take the united front policy. As a general formulation it is
correct. But it has not always led to correct practices and tactics.
Some trade unionists interpreted it to mean that it is all right for
them to unite with reformists and in the process become reformists
themselves. Others thought it meant that they should ioin the Reform
Democrats and become Reform Democrats themselves. Some Jewish
comrades thought it meant they should make such concessions to
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Jewish nationalism that eventually one could not tell them apart'- 
We have had more such experiences during this election campaign,

of taking opportunist positions in the name of pu,rsging a united

front poficy. This does not mean the policy of united front is v/rong.

What-it does mean is that in the absence of a struggle against op-

portunist infuences it becomes a cover for opportunism.
Or take the popular slogan: 'lVe must be where the masses are."

It is not bad advice. It is not wrong. But it is only a half-truth. For
is it not true that at the very time when the greatest emphasis was

put on this slogan, we did noi put the emphasis on uhgP Why should

a Communist be where the masses are? Yes, to be in the mainstream,

but why? Without a stmggle against the pressures of opportunism
it became a slogan behind which opportunism flourished. It became

an excuse for liquidating the Party. I am not for doing away with
either the 

"ot 
cupt of the united front or the idea of 'teing where

the masses are." I am for ffghting to give them a Communist mean-

ing. What we have to do is to give rhe uhy of mass work top
prionty.- 

tn ihe same vein, let us place some electoral weaLmesses on the

table. Let us start with the question that is already on the table,

namely, why is it that we have not fought to run Communist candi-

dates ior thirty years? was it because we had a policy of boycotting

the elections?-Oi course not. Was it because we were a part of some

independent electoral coalition that we supported? In 1948-52 we did
.rpport ttre Progressive Party. It was correct not to run Communist

"airiidatut 
then. But in the other years that obviously was not the

case.

To this we must add: why the resistance in 1968 and again in
1972? And we must add also the fact that Communists did not vote
for the Communist ticket in 1972. Why should'Communists vote for
candidates of big business when Communist candidates are running
against them? T'lris seems to me to be a serious question for this
Party.

What is the logic that led a Co'rnmunist editor to write: "If you

did not lose the last spark of human feeling, it is clear you must

vote for McGovern." Such poetic feelingl Comrade Tyner and I
resent such indecent remarks.

Or what was it that led so many cornrades to draw the wrong
.oonclusions from what took place at the Democratic Party Conven-
,tion? It is my opinion that the roots of these weaknesses are more

than a mattei of wrong application of correct policies. In rny,opinioar,

the formulation of the policy is in itself wrong'
rOur .electoral poticy has ,for some 25 years been expressed in the
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phrase "the three legs of a stool" or "the three prongs of a fork.'
We have tried to reinterpret it on many occasions, including the
last convention as well as the last meeting of the Central Committee.
But it never quite made political sense. In the course of this election,
I have come to the conclusion that it is a wrong concept, a wrong
basis for,our Partyt electoral policy. It is based on a wrong concept
of the role of the Party and a wrong concept of what has io be tfie
base of our mass electoral policy. It is an obstacle to the policies for
which we have fought for some time.

The stool was constructed at a time when the Party was under
sharp attack. There was a need for flexibility. The threeJegged
stool concept was a reflection of the Party's response to the difficuities.
The- flexibility was contained in the idea that no one leg of the
stool was the main leg. Depending on the pressures, one could
ehoose a particular leg or legs. In fact, the concept was built on the
idea that when the other two legs, namely, th; Communist party
and the fo_roes of political independence, get strong enough, then
and only then would the stool sit on three legs. Bui until that day
comes the one operating leg would be the liberal wing of the Demo-
cratic Party

Is that not how it has in fact operated? Is that not the real reason
why we did not ffght for Communist candidates in all those elec-
tions? Even to put the role of the Communist Party as an equal Ieg
on a stool is basically wrong, but to place it there on a conditional
basis-on the basis oi "*h"ri the Party is strong enough,'-is doubly
yolg. It is liquidationist. By doing so we placed opportunist ru;bber
bands on the P"rty.

The second leg on the stool was also placed on a conditionar basis.
It was also to become an operational leg when the forces of political
independence "matured" enough. In faci its maturing was deiendent
on the_ developments in the one leg that was operationar. 3o in a
sense both the Party's_ position and the forms of pohtical indepen-
dence were made conditional on what happened in the orbit of the
Democratic Party. And thus in practice the only operational electoral
lgg *m the movement around the liberal Demoiratic party candi-
dates.

It has been a stool of tailism. It was built from ord brueprints
that already had a basic flaw., They had come down from previous
period-s. Though_we-tried, the faw in them was never fulry c6rrected.
In earlier periods, the blueprints called for the united front and the
peoplet front policies also to be carried out through the Democratic
Party.

Now I want to go into what has been the one operational leg.
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That is the policy of supportilg liberal Democrats as the main elec'

toral activit|. It is not tlfficult" to see that here P1ny thTps come

;;;;rh"r. '#e must be where the masses are," and the working class

*"J,n"-ffr"t, Cni"r"o and Puerto Rican masses are in the Demo

**" f*ty. So *fr"i 
"an 

we do? That's where we must be' The

liberal Democrats are the lesser of two evils, so what can we do but

!o do"g with the lesser evil whom the masses supp-ort'-
- 

Th" irass breakaway has not taken place from the Democratic

ParW so tlere is *ty iitaf" we can q9- atoul political independence

""itia" 
of the two-party structure-' We said we were for a mass

breakaway, but was'th" ioli"y really for a mass breakaway? If there

were ideas about capturing control,'of making the D.emocrt: 
'"n'

into a oeople's prrtvl t o*""ould there be a sErious struggle to break

;;;t';dy r.it" lhat kind of a Democratic Party?

We cannot have irboth ways' We simply cannot g":3*"I f1.om &e

fact that as long as these thoughts lingered we could not grve our

i"ii [j*h,,, f"irai"i irra"p",ia*t. forr,ns. Independent candidates

in some cases were t# *;tiritting," as "diversionary'" Ttat.was the

tone of a post-electio,, Ji"rc^ whicf, appeared in the PeopVs World

only this week.
Itseemstomewehavetoagreeonsomefundamentals.First,the

;"l;;t G"hrr" i; ;;"" 
"""a 

is a potitical structure of monopoly

;;ptfJ. it terds to haveu lighlwingiand a liberal wing' The two'

paily system *", oriliorqd ;ilh.thJ idea that it would provide a

lesser-of-two-evils cho?ce. Second, it is an illusion to think that one

of these two parties oi *o"opoty capital, somehow' can 
-begome 

the

vehicle for the struggle against monopoly capital' Third' the struc-

ture for tt " *oln"ri3rri o? pofitical ii'depeod"nce cannot .b.e 
built

within the Democr"ii" f,*y' There wili be strugg-les within the

perrrocrati" Party, there will 6e illusions and there will be disillusion-

*""tr, U"t tt"r" *iiit" , br"*ka*"y o{I when.the masses conclude

that it cannot U" *"Ju i"to a vehicie foi struggle against monopoly'

We must be a factor io t 
"tpi"g 

them drari-that conclusion. And

ootil *u break with tt "t 
ittotio., 

"ourselves we are not going to make

that contribution.

The "Lesser Eodt! ConcePt

It is necessary to give some deeper thouqhl 1o.P" t:g: of the

lesser evil theory. Tf;e practical m-eaning of this idea is often ex-

pressed in the thought tiat we must not"do grrthins that will take

I;;;;*"y-i;;-A; lesser of the two evils. Tn-dis is us'ally justiffed

;,il d""ds that there will come a time when we will not faoe
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that choice. Bu! that is a iustiffeation for opportunism.
The idea that *we must not do anything to take away support or

votes from the lesser of the evils" creates a political prison. It logic-
ally leads to a policy of tailism-tailing behind the lesser evil. It
leads to liquidating both the independent movement and the Com-
munist Party. Lett face it: that is what it has done in the past.

The logic is tlat you never ffght for candidates other than the
o'ne who represents the lesser evil. The logic of that is that you lock
the forces of progress into a box. They become electoral prisoners,
without power. They become captive supporters of the lesser evil,
who then takes them for granted and so moves in the direction of
becoming more evil. To continue the support of the lesser evil to its
logical end is a path of political suicide.

We must help the masses break out of the imprisonment of
choosing between two capitalist evils. To the extent that we succeed
in this task we will build a solid base for political independence. Wo
have to have a policy of pushing this concEpt to the very timit which
reaUty permits. To make this shift is not easy. Comrades keep say-
ing, 'Be concrete." They ask: "How are we going to carry it outP
'What about our relationships with people who still see the Demo-
cratic Party as the only practical vehicle?" 'What about the Blacks
and Chicanos who have all been elected on Democratic Party tick-
etsP "What about the trade union movement, which is still in the
Democratic Party orbit?" These are all very serious and difficult
questions. I shall try to deal with them, but it is necessary to deal
with ffrst things ffrst. We are not going to ffnd the correct answers
to such questions until we correct some basically incorrect concepb.

Electoral Role of the Communi"st Party

I think Lenin was dealing with similar problems when he said:
oOf course, proletarians should never merge with the general bour-
geois democratic movement." For emphasis he added: 'Marx and
Engels did not'merge' with the bourgeois democratic movement in
Germany in 184t1. We Bolsheviks did not merge'with the bourgeois
democratic movement in 1905." Lenin was arguing for a policy of
united front but against tailism, for coalition but not 'merger," for
a potcy of unity, but also for an independent position of the work-
ing class and the Parly.

Besides combatting wrong concepts in electoral policy, it is pos-
sible we have to take up the struggle for a corect Leninist approach
to the general question of Communist participation in elections.

Onoe wo started a more serious drive to put the Party on the
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ballot, the weakness began to show up of failure to see the role of
the Communist Party in the electoral field. When we started to speak

about asking people actually to vote for Communist candidates the
objections became louder. But when we suggested that w€ are mov-

ing into a situation where Communists should run with the idea

of-being elected, then the wealness really showed up'
I think we are in a period when it is possible to place Commu-

nists on the ballot with the aim of electing them. We really eannot

test the possibility without running a winning campaign. Therefore
I think the comrades in Philadelphia and Boston were correet in
running such campaigns. Also, t]1e Iocal candidates in Illinois, Michi-
gan, T-ennertee and Pittsburgh added 

_an- 
important new dimension

io the campaign. However, I dont think the step of separating them

from the national ticket was correct or necessary.

I think the rurining of the comrades on the Peace and Freedom

ticket in Southem California was correct. But not to ftght for the
Communist ticket in California was not correct. I dont know the
logic in New York of 'Communists running as independents and

only Jos6 Stevens running as a Communist. .

What are some of the guidelines we should now consider? In the

ffe1d of political action we must become an active ,initiating force

for the tuitding of committees, clubs, conferences and meetings that
will become a network for the movement of political independence.

We must become an initiating force to ioin hands with all other
forces for the purpose of building a broad people's coalition of
stnrggle.

'WJ must become an initiating force for the advancing and the
setting up of committees that wiil take up the struggle for a new
mass antl-monopoly party based on the working class in alliance

with Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Indian and Asian peoples.

We must become the initiating force for the organization of mass

intermediary organizations of struggle in every area.

We musl become the initiating force in the building of rank-and-

file groups in shops and trade unions.
We must become the initiating force in the building of grass-

roots committees, of class political independence in shop and trade

union locals.
:In all this, we are going to build the Communist Party, our Press

and literature. The Party is going to speak out. We are going to
work to build mass movements. We are going to run Communist

candidates. We are going to present our Program. We are going to

(Contirwed, on p, 52)
build an electoral constituencY'

TIYMAN LI'MEN

[n "Post-lndustrial 
Society"

The hallmark of present-d-ay capitalism is its afliction with pro-
gressively sharpening contradictioni and mounting instabirity. with
the continued deepening of the generar crisis of cipitarism has co*e
the further rise of state monopJy capitarism, utirizing the e"oro*ic
power and resources of the state to bolster *ooop-oly domination
and pr-offts at the expense of the masses of working^p"opr", thereby
intensifying the contradictions of capitarism a[ thI *or". e"a trrl
process is climaxed by the emergence since world war II of the
new scientiffc and technological ievolution, rendering the antagon-
ism between socialized production and private approp-riation increas-
ingly acute. Hence the growing instabirity-"o*oii", sociar andpolitical-which characterizes capitalist society today.

- 
Such is the picture of modein rearity as Marxism-Leninism dis-

closes it.

A *Neu 
Stage"

In the face of this, bourgeois sociar scientists are driven to seek
a basis for the stabilization of capitalism-a basis deriving from theinner structure of capitalism itself. The economists claim to have
found such a basis in Keynesian and post-Keynesian economics,
with-its concept of govern_ment regulatiJ" of tt" 

""orro*y-r, tfr.
stabilizing mechanism. And now both economists and soliorogists
claim to have found the roots of stability in the scientiffc ,ri i""hrr-
Iogical 

-revolution and its consequences. ln the "y", or--n-grr*irrg
body of bourgeois theorists of the most varied poiiti"rr p"rr'rrriorrr,
a nelv stage of society has been attained *lrt"! is variJusly desig-
l1t"d as "post-capitalist" ( Ralf Dahrendorf ), ..post_borrgeois,,
( George 

. 
Lichtheim ), "post-civilized" ( Kenneth ilourdi"g ), 

-4""r,"u-

tronic" (Zbigniew Brze"jnski), 'hew industrial state,, 
-1ioho 

fen_
neth. Galbraith),'multi-dimensionaf' (crark Kerr) and ).p*i-irrarrr-
trial" (Daniel Bell). In this stage, it is maintained, the *rrgi"t, orthe earlier industrial society ha*ve been mitigated and the society
has attained a new degree of stability.

Though the numerous versions difier among themserves in various
respects this common thread runs throu-gh them all. The exponents
$ ,hr: i-d9a rlnge from out-and-out spofesmen for i-p"rirtii* tit uBrzezinski and walter w. Rostorv ttl adherents of the N"* L"ralike Alain Touraine and Herbert Marcuse. And they 

"re loirred by
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modem revisionists such as Ernst Fischer and Roger Garaudy' All'

;";;ii" their diversity, are prophets.of .the 
"new stage"' 

-
Most prominent ii'tirit 'pi9** it -9: theory of post-industrial

,*i"ay developed ty tfre *^"ll-koo*' U'S' sociologist Daniel Bell'*

ffr" il"ri" feaiue "f 
til new stage of society' according to Bell' is

the shift of the center-ofl gravity"from industrial production to the

;;;G and especially ; "th" lield of science. In a discussion of

stroctoral chang^es in modern capitalist society' he states:

A difierent, more subtle structural- change- has. b-een the trans-

f*;r11o[ of'the ;";;;r-it'to ' 
"post-iidustrial' societv' The

;;ilht of tnu ""ooffit"i tt'it"a fr6m"the p'ogl:t-t-1"tfl^'o d'"
services; *or" i*portJ,ttly, th" sources of innovation are becoming

i"al"a i" if,e lntelectuaf institutions, principat]l .t,:illersities
and research i"rti;ti;;; rather than'in the older, indu_strial cor-

p"i".i""rli-D;;i;iB-;ii,-ed., Touard ttw Year 2000: work in Pros-

irtt, B"r"o" Press, Boston, 1967, pp' 5-6')

And coresPondinglY,
. . . if the domini'nt ffgures of the past hundred years have

been the 
"rrt 

upr"t "",, 
tie bu-sino'*":"' and- the industrial ex-

"""ii"", 
tf* '**--*#' are the scientists' the mathematicians'

the economists, anJ'-ihe ""git'""" 
of the new computer tech-

nolow. And the ao*i""nt ioititotioot of the new soc-iety-in the
'##5'i#-,5"f i"iii--pr""iae the most creative challeriges and'

enlist the richest i*G"ir-*iff be the intellectual institutions' The

ieat;ship of tnu new society will rest, 
'oi, 

*jlh brrsin-essmen or

coroorati-ons as we know them . . . but with the research corPo-

;;atil;11" iniustrial laboratories, the experimental stations, and

the universities. ("-Notes on the Post-Indu'strial Society[I].")

othershavepickeduptheconcePtandcarrieditfurther.Zbigniew
grr"riorki, in iris aioi gut*'un i*o Ages: Americds Rolp in the

Techrwtronic Era, saYsz

The transformation that is now taking place' especi{ly .in. 
Amer-

i"r,-i, "ir""a, "r;;ti";; 
rociety incrJsingly unlike its industrial

p""ia""*r"i-'ff.," porl-industriai society ii be-goming -a ."techne-
tronic" society, " 

t["i"ty tf'at is- shaped'culturally' p-sychologically'

sociallv. 
"rra ""o"o*i"itty 

ty the iirpact of technology and elec-

il;;i;tiicularly in the aiea of computers and.communications'

ifr" i"a'"ttti*f p"i""tt is no longer -the 
plngipal determinant of

;;;;rf "h;G;, 
;k*i"g the more-s, the social itructure' and the

values of societY. . . .-i[li;" o, [h"r" new techniques of calculation and comm,ni-

"rtio, 
enhances ih" to"ial impoitance of human intelligence and

-?E-h-" *r.ept first appears in h!s- "Notes on the Post-Industrial Societv

(r JJrD;;"ilh;'i;bt"t;lntirirt,-No-* g and 7, 1e6?. Ir is further elabo-

iltea in numerous articles publisheil since then'

-posi-riiousiint iociSfu; ,i
the immediate relevance of learning. (Viking Press, New Yor\
1e7Q pp. e-10.)

Alain Touraine writes:

A new type of society is now being formed. These new societies
can be labeled post-industrial to skess how different they are from
the induskial societies that preceded them although-in both capi
talist and socialist nations-they retain some characteristics of these
earlier societies. They may also be called technocratic because of
the power that dominates them. Or one can call them programmed
societies to deffne them according to the nature of their production
methods and economic organiza[ion. (The Post-lnd,ustrial Societg,
Random House, New York, 1971, p. 8.)

He states further that "the rnost widespread characteristic of the
programmed society is that economic decisions and struggles no
longer possess either the autonomy or the central importance they
had in an earlier society which was deffrted by the efiort to accumu-
late and anticipate proffts from directly productive work." 'Grolvth,"
he says, *results from a whole oomplex of social factors, not just
from the accumulation of capital. Nowadays, it depends much more
directly than ever before on Inowledge, and hence on the capacity
of society to call forth creativity." (Ibid., pp. 45.)

In the thinking of most of its theoreticians, the 'hew society"
represents a revolutionary transformation, entailing profound struc-
tural changes affecting all aspects of social existence. Brzezinski
calls it *the third American revolution." (The ffrs! he asserts, was
the revolution which gave birth to the American nation; the second,
that which transformed the United States from an agrieultural into
an urban-industrial nation.)

Basic Features of th,e *Neu Sooietg"

The concept of post-industrial society is a fuzzy one, which can
be invested with a variety of meanings depending on the social or
ideological leanings of its exponents. Hence the numerous variants
indicated above. It has also absorbed a host of earlier ideas tending
in this direction. But all its versions have certain basic features in
common, among them the following:

1. The character of a society is viewed as being determined solely
by the level of its technological development, whatever the pre-
vailing relations of production. The lafter are regarded as playing
at best a very minor role. Bell writes: 'Capitalism and socialism
are only two variants of industrial society. They differ only in tLeir
attitudes toward property and techniques of decision-making with
respect to capital investments." (Quoted by Yu. K. Ostrovitianov,
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" ?ost-Industrial Civilization' or Capitalism in the Year 2000,"

Voprosi. Fi.lo'sofii, No. 7, 1969.) Along similar lines, in relation to
the various forms of social relationships in the post-industrial so-

ciety, Touraine states: "It is pointless to explain these apparently

diverse forms of social domination as a new stage of capitalism.

They may, after all, be observed in difierent but very clear forms

in societies that call themselves socialist. . . . This is not to say that
there is no difierence between capitalist and socialist societies but
only that, beneath their profound opposition, there are common

problems which demand a redeffnition of the differences among in-

dustrialized societies." (Op. cit., p. B.)

The idea that the economic development of society is uniquely

determined by the level of technology has been elaborated by W' W'
Rostow into a theory of "stages of growth." With the rise of modern

industry, he asserts, every society, capitalist or socialist, must pass

through a deftnite series of.-stages: traditional society, preconditions

for takeoff, takeoff, drive to maturity and high mass-consumption'

These are counterposed to the historical succession of socio-economic

formations deffned by Marxism. QlrB Stages of Economic Growth:

A Non-Commanist Manifesto, Cambridge University Fress, New

York, 1960. ) The last of his stages corresponds to the post-industrial

stage.
fh"r" ideas form the groundwork of the notorious "convergence"

theory, according to which the scientiffc and technical revolution is
giving rise to a new type of social system, replacing both capitalism

ind socialism. The basii elements of this new system are considered

to be contained in the post-industrial society.

2. This society, as Rostow's terminology indicates, is also con-

ceived of as a *mass consumption" society. Its chief hallmark, ac-

cording to him, is the widespread ownership of private automobiles

and other consumer durables. The rise of modern technology, it is

argued, has at long last ended the need to struggle for material

existence and has made possible the production of an abundance

of goods. The central problem, therefore, is no longer one of

prodlcing enough but of consuming what is produced'- 
Conseq:uently the new society is marked by greatly improved liv-

ing stanaards for the bulk of the people. Touraine refers to the

neiv stage of society as an "era of mass consumption." Galbraith's

'new in?ushial society" is also an "affiuent society"' It is, more-

over, a society which gloriffes consumption, one in which "the

consumption of goods" is made the prime measure of social accom-

plishmJnt." (The New lndustrial State, H]ottghton Miffiin, Boston,

1967, p. 38.)

,"OSI-INDUSTRIAT SOCIEry" 2S

rn Marcuse's view, any industrially advanced society becomes of
necessity a "consumer society," a society in which people are domi-
nated by tJrings. It is an afluent society ( albeit, hJ says, in an
ir-onic sense), which negates Marx's theory of the revolutionary role
of the working class. He states:

. . the Marxian concept implies- the identity of the impover_
ished classes with the baiic irimediate producers, that isi with
industrial labor. such is ha{ly the_ case iri the afluent ro"i"iy, fo,
this society has surpassed the conditions of classical capiiaiism in
spite- of the destructive and wasteful use of the produitive force
yhi:h, according to Marx, was one of the unmaiageable contra-
dictions l"pli"g to the ffnal crisis of capitarism. lvThe obsores-
cence of Marxism," in Nicholas Lobkoriicz, ed.,'Mo.rx and the
lVgstern World, University of Notre Dame press, Notre Dame,
Indiana, 1967, p. 411.)

- 
In^tle new society, therefore, the class struggle is mitigated, and

the ffght of the working class for higher *"gur *a hvinistandards
is no longer central. of this, we shalr have more to say-later.

3. central in the concept of post-industriar society is the vastly
enhanced economic role of the state, which is seen as primarily a
direct outcome of the scientiffc and technologieal ,erroirrtiorr. The
high cost and uncertainties of research and ievelopment, now an
inlegral part of production; the rise in services, man/of which (e.g.,
education) are provided primarily by govemment agencies;' t[e
growth of expenditures for military gooas; the need for coordinated
measures on a national scale-these and other developments have,
it is contended, placed the state in a position of economilc dominance.

- 
According to Bell, "the crucial decisions regarding the gror,vth ofthe economy will come from government." And firrtherl 'rn the

next few decades, the political arena will become decisive, if any-
thing, for three fundamental reasons: we have becorne, f*'tne nrrt
time, a national societ_y ' . in which cruciar decisions, afiecting ail
parts of society simultaneously . are made by the govemment,
rather than through the market; in addition, we have" become a
communal society, in which many more groups now seek to estab-
lish their social rights . . . througtr ttre potitical order; urrd ahird,with our increasing 'future orienti.tion,' the government wiil have
to do more planning." ("Notes on the post-Industrial society [I].-)similar expressions of the centrality of the role of the state areto be found in the writings of otlers. what runs through all of
them is the idea that it is the state which is now i, corr:uol, ard
that private capital is subordinated to it.

4. The architects of the concept of post-industrial society also
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lean heavily on the "managerial revolution" theory of Adolf A. Berle

and James Burnham, on which they have considerably elaborated'

A new managerial class is arising, with its roots in a) the dominant
role of scientists and technologists in production and b) the greatly

increased role of the state.
In Bell's view, crucial decisions, whether made by the state or by

private corporations, must have an increasingly technological charac-

Ier; hence control must pass more and more into the hands of a

new intellectual elite-a technocracy marked by talent, training and

a high degree of professionalism. There has developed, he says, a

technocratic mode of thought, whose "ends have become simply

efficiency and output. The technocratic mode has become estab-

lished because it is the mode of efficiency-of production, of pro-

gram, of 'getting things done.' " ("Notes on the Post-Industrial So-

ciety [I].") They have yet, he says, to become a dominant class,

but he visualizes their doing so in partnership with the political
decision-makers, taking over control of the whole industrial setup'

Touraine goes further. In his thinking, the capitalist class has al-

ready surrendered its power to a new elite of executives-technocrats
and technobureaucrats. "Technocrats," he says, "are not technicians

but managers, whether they belong to the adrninistration of the
State or to big businesses which are closely bound, by reason of
their very importance, to the agencies of political decision-makirg."
(Op. cit., pp. 49-50.) And further: "Technocracy is power exercised

in the name of the interests of the politico-economic and decision-
making structure, which aim at growth and power and consider
society to be only the collection of the social means to be used to
achieve growth and to reinforce the ruling structures that control
it." (Ibid., p. 98.)

Here, according to Touraine, we have the new ruling class-a
class of technocrats operating within the framework of the existing

corporate and government bureaucracies (hence the term "techno-

bureaucracy') and playing an increasingly dominant role. It is this

class, presumably, which has pushed the ffnancial oligarchy into the
background or at least, as Bell puts it, threatens to do so.

The "Neu Soci,etg" and the Class Struggle

The culminating effect of the scientiftc and technological revolu-

tion, as conceived of by these bourgeois and New Left theoreticians,

is to transform the class structure of society and the nature and

role of class conflict. More speciffcally, their 'hew society" destroys

the validity of the Marxist concept of classes and class struggle

(and indeed, this is the conscious aim of much of this theorizing).

I

":POST-INDUSTAIAI. SOCIETY" 3I

Marxism, they say, may have had its day as a description of the
,one-time industrial society but, in the words of George Lichtheim,
"it is found wanting as a theory of post-bourgeois society." (Mo,rx-
rirro, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1961, p. S%.)

Here, especially, there is much variation and confusion. But here,
too, a common thread can be discerned.

Bell takes as his point of departure the changing structure of
the working class. For a century or so the industrial worker, re-
placing the farmer, was in the ascendancy. But today he is on the
way out, thanks to his replacement by machines. Says Bell:

- By the end of the century the proportion of factory workers in the
labor force_ nlay- be as small as tht proportion of farmers today.
. . . Instead of the industlial worker, we see the dominance of the
professional and technical class in the labor force-so much so
that by 1980 it-will pe the second largest occupational group in
the country, and by the end of the century the lirgest. ("Labor in
the Post-Industrial Society," Dissent, Winter 1972.)

Information becomes a central resource, and within organizations
a source of power. Professionalism thus becomes a criterion of posi-
tion, but also clashes with the populism that is generated by the
claims for more rights and greater participation in the society. If
the struggle between capitalist and worker, in the locus of the fac-
tory, was the hallmark of industrial society; the clash between the
professional and the populace, in the organization and in the com-
munity, is the hallmark of the conflict in the post-industrial society.

"For more than 100 years," he says, 'the 'labor issue' dominated
\Mestern society." But it has become overshadowed by the struggles
of "status groups"-racial, ethnic, religious, overriding class lines.
And it has become *encapsulated," with methods of negotiation be-
coming institutionalized. Hence: "The crucial fact is that the 'labor
issue' qua labor is no longer central, nor does it have the sociological
and cultural weight to polarize all other issues along that axis."
The main issues of concern today are on the national level "such
public-interest issues as health, education, and the environment, and,
on the local level, crime, municipal services, and costs"-communal
issues in which labor may be involved, but only as one of a number
of elements.

Thus is the class struggle quietly enbalmed as society, guided
increasingly by scientists, engineers and other professionals, pro-
ceeds to develop along Iines of growing class peace and stability.
In this, Bell is ioined by such conservative writers as Zbignew
Brzezinski and clark Kerr. The latter speaks of the emergence of
an inner-society" which 'includes what was once identiffed as the
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working class." "Caught below this inner-society is an 'under-class';
and standing outside it are the 'outer-elements' of students and some
intellectuals, and of the aged." Within the inner-society, tensions
exist, but not class conflict. Labor has become increasingly inte-
grated into it and increasingly conservative. (Marshall, Marx and,
M oilem Times : The Multi-Di.m,ensi,onal S oci,ety, Cambridge University
Press, New Yor\ 1969, pp. 82, 99. ) It is worth noting in passing
the similarity of these views to those of Marcuse, who also sees the
working class as "integrated" and the class struggle as mitigated,
and opposition to the system as coming from those "outside" of it.

Touraine's thinking follows similar lines, though with certain dif-
ferences. Today, he maintains, "the working class is no longer a
privileged historic agent." The class struggle does not disappear but
it is no longer central. "In the programmed society, neither ffrms
nor unions are today the chief actors in the struggle over social
power." (Op. cit., p. 17.) He looks upon the workers as a declining
class, like the peasantry in the nineteenth century.

He states: "There are new conficts peculiar to the society we
see being formed. Rather than simply a conflict between capital
and labor, the new conflict is between the structures of econornic
and political decision-making and those who are reduced to depen-
dent participation." (lbid., p. 9.) Elsewhere he writes: "The central
conflict of our society is the conflict between the technocrats, on
the one hand, and the white-collar workers and specialists, on the
other. The latter oonfront the former with their education and tech-
nical knowledge; at the same time, they feel themselves to be de-
pendent on and governed by them . . through the mechanisms of
career-making, status-seeking and forms of social integration," (The
Mag Musement in France, or Utopian Cornmanism, Paris, 1968;
quoted in Leninism and the Workl Reoohttionary Working-Class
Motsement, Progress Publishers, Moscow, L97L, p, MB.)

In the eyes of the mass of professionals, Touraine notes, the
system is hostile to professional competence. They ffnd that compe-
tence is not the basis of advancement, and they confront a techno-
cracy and an entrenched bureaucracy motivated by considerations
other than scientiffc rationality and competence. The professional
"increasingly feels himself to be a technocrat without power,' a
technocrat whose legitimate claims are trampled in consequence of
abuses by the powers that be, that is, feels himself to be the lumpen
of the bureaucratic organization." (Leninism and the World Reoola-
tionary Working-Class Mooemerrt, p. 452.)

The central issue, affecting the entire hierarchy from professionals
to technicians and on to wage workers, is the struggle against 'depen-
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dent participation," for a part in decision-making, for their personal
self-realization. Todayt conflicts, says Touraine, "predicate opposi-
tion between managers driven by the desire to increase production
and adapt themselves to the imperatives of power and individuals
who act less as workers defending their wages than as persons and
groups seeking to maintain their sense of personal life. . The
p,rincipal opposition between these two great classes or groups of
classes does not result from the fact that one possesses wealih or
property and the other does not. It comes about because the dominant
classes dispose of knowledge and control informalion" He adds
that 'the one who is controlled constantly affirms his existence, not
as a member of an organization, element of the production process,
or subject of a State, but as an autonomous unit whose personality
does not coincide with any of his roles. This is the reason-in our
eyes justiffed-why the idea of alienation is so widespread. We are
Ieaving a society of exploitation and entering a society of aliena-
tion." (The Post-Industrial Society, p. 01.)

Since it is control of knowledge and information which is at issue,
and since the battle is one against alienation from participation in
such control, the rebellion is more social and cultural than economic.
And the privileged center of opposition to technocracy becomes the
university. Not only is knowledge a factor of production, but the
university "brings together the processes of research and the re-
bellion of the young. As a result, it is the only major social entity
that can, by its very nature, be a source of confrontation betweenr
political and economic stmctures." (Ibid., p. L2.) And in this con-
frontation it is the youth, and particularly the student youth, which
plays a central role.

The struggles of the working class continue and the workers are
allies of the youth. But their struggles have become subordinate
and increasingly institutionalized. Moreover, they are merely strug-
gles for immediate economic ends and not really class struggles-
that is, struggles for basic social change. Here the intellectuals and
the students play the leading role. These, for Touraine, are the great
Iessons of the May 1968 events in France.

Akin to these ideas are those of the modern revisionists, as illus-
trated in particular by the theories of Roger Garaudy, recently ex-
pelled from the French Communist Party. Garaudy envisions a 'hew
rr-rodel" of socialism, growing out of 'the great mutation" in modern
industrial society-that is, the rise to predominance of the scientists,
technicians and other professionals as a consequence of the scientiffc
nncl technological revolution. With these elements the manual work-
crs are called upon to form a strategic alliance, grving rise to an
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'historic bloc"-in efiect, a 'hew working class," which now be-

comes the vehicle for the achievement of socialism.
In addition to quantitative demands (for higher wages and better

working conditioni) the "historic bloc," according to Garaudy, ad-

vances qualitative demands-demands for participation in decision-

making. Its struggle is directed increasingly "against the form of

alienation which ixcludes the workers, whether manual or non-

manual, from any share in decision-making within the enterprise"'

The ffght for effective participaton 'bpens up another vista in the

struggle for socialism by way of transition from participation to
*orf"tt' control, and frorn workers' control to self-management."

{The Crisis in Com.manism: The Turning Point of Socialism, Grove

Pless, New York, 1970, p. 207.)
Garaudyt 'hew model" of socialism is one based on the concept

of self-management. It is, in short, the Yugoslav model, whjch he

glorifies ,r the only real socialism. In the Soviet Union and other

iocialist countries, workers are subiected to bureaucratic domina-

tion from state ownership and control; hence here too they must

wage a struggle against alienation and for participation and self-

government. thr* he also sees a process of convergence of capitalism

and socialism, giving rise to a society of self-governing prodrrcers

presumably foreshadowed by present-day Yugoslav society.

The *End. of ldeology"

Some time prior to his elaboration of the concept of post-indus-

trial society, Bell distinguished himself, together with certain other

well-lorown sociologists, by advancing the doctrine of the end of

ideology. The time had ended, they declared, for theories based on

class oi group interests. As a guide to man's future, the old ideologies

had proven bankrupt. '"Ioday," wrote Bell, "these ideologies are

exhar.isted." Out of their history, "one simple fact emerges: for the

radical intelligentsia, the old ideologies have lost their 'truth' and

their power to persuade." (Th.a End of ldeologg,: On the Exhaustion

of fitltlcat ldeas in the Fifties, Free Press, New York, revised edi-

tion, 1962, p. a02.)
What is to take their place? Not new ideologies. On the contrary,

with the development of industrial society class differences become

less distinct and tend to disappear, and hence there takes place a
.natural death" of iileology. It is replaced by a strictly scientiftc

approach to social and economic questions, independent of all class,

,ior"l or political considerations and based only on such criteria as

accuracy of d"t", reffnement of research techniques and effectiveness

of conciusions. And with the rise of post-industrial society, with the
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growing dominance of professionalism and the technocratic mode of
thought, we have the emergence of a society guided not by ideological
considerations but by science and rationality. This is the society of
the future, as Bell indicates in his introduction to Herman Kahnt
futurological treatise The Year 2000.

But the idea of a sciehce of society divorced frorn class concerns
and from ideology is sheer delusion. The "end-of-ideology" doctrine
itself expresses the ideology of a particular group, as Ostrovitianov
points out:

Every political, economic, and social doctrine, after its establish-
ment, inevitably reflects the hopes and claims of various classes
and groups. End-of-ideology sociology also has very speciffc social
roots. Its origins are found in the distinctive interests of the man-
agers, a rapidly growing stratum of educated administrative bureau-
crats who squeeze the classical capitalist class, penetrating with
energy and purposiveness the "rooms where the buttons are," the
principal panels of modern capitalism. . . .

They disguise their own self-interest-for example, their drive
for power and executive authority-in the toga of disregard for
class and of concern for some universal, abstract, national will,
which they contrast both to the claims of their competitors from
the ranks of the capitalist class and to the social demands of the
laboring people. (Op. cit.)

Here lies lhe essence of the idea of post-industrial society. It of-
fers, so to speak, an altemative to capitalism within the framework
of capitalism. It is a utopian vision which arises within a section of
the growing body of scientists and other professionals being drawn
increasingly into capitalist production-a vision of a society in which
power resides not with those who own meilns of production but with
the possessors of talent, education and training-that is, with them-
selves. It is a society directed along scientiffc and rational paths, a
society in which conflict is reduced to tensions and struggles among
various interest groups on issues of a secondary character. Even the
'hew class struggle" of a Touraine is not a struggle for social revolu-
tion, but only for wider participation in the technocratic management
setup.

Indeed, the architects of the new industrial society reject both the
need and the possibility of any revolutionary change beyond the
'post-industrial revolution." As the sociologist Norman Birnbaum, a
critic of Bell's theories, puts it, "Professor Bell is an able and in-
teresting thinker, the thrust of whose work and political message
has been to deny the possibilities for a political and social revolution
in advanced societies." ("Is There a Post-Industrial Revolution?,"
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Social Policy, July-August 1970.) This is precisely the ideological
function which the concept of post-industrial society fulfflls. It is a
concept which serves the interests of the ruling class. By no means
does it represent an "end of ideology."

Myth anil Reality

As a matter of fact, the whole idea of post-industrial society is a
piece of sleight-of-hand, performed by the simple device of focusing
entirely on the forces of production and completely ignoring or
reducing to inconsequential significance the relations of production,
that is, the basic structure of the society within which the productive
forces operate.

But this removes from the scene the very heart of the question.
Capitalism is not merely a society deffned by a given level of
sophistication of the means of production; it is a social system
deffned by who owns the means of production, how they are employed
and how the product is distributed. One can therefore speak of
social revolution, of the emergence of a *new society," only in terms
of a basic alteration of these relationships.

It is quite clear that no such change has occurred. Nor is it true
that power has shifted from the hands of the owners to those of the
managers. It is true that with the growing scale and complexity of
capitalist production management becomes separated from owner-
ship and is increasingly assigned to salaried employees (who in the
top ranks may also be capitatrist owners on a smaller scale). But even
the topmost managers remain hired employees doing the bidding of
the financial oligarchy-the real owners.

If this is true of corporation presidents, it is obviously far more
true in the case of lower levels oI management. Here power and
infuence terminate abruptly with dismissal from employrnent, which
is by no means uncommon. The real power rernains, as before,
solidly in the hands of the top circles of finance capital. All that has
changed, says Birnbaum, is that "the mode of exercising power has,
to sorne extent, shifted in advanced societies-from . . . coercion to
manipulation; from entrepreneurs to managers; from politicians to
bureaucrats. This . . . is . . . clearly insufficient to justify the assertion
that we have entered a technocratic epoch in which political and
economic technicians make decisions on purely technical cliteria. . . ."
(op. cit.)

Such an assertion also overlooks the dual nature of management in
capitalist production. On the one hand it is a necessary part of the
process of production; on the other hand it is an instrument for efiec-
tuating the exploitation of the mass of production workers, for assur-
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ing the maximum extraction of surplus value. In the top ranks of the
corporate bureacracy it is the latter which is its principal function.
Therefore the decisions made by managers must always involve the
class interests of their employers as the primary consideration; this
is the main reason for their employrnent. There is no such thing as
decisions based on purely technical criteria-with or without
computers.

If the growing role of managers in production and exchange does
not represent a diflusion of power, neither does the growing economic
role of the state. The exponents of post-industrial society look upon
the state as an independent force, capable of exercising control over
monopoly capital. But just as they brush aside the class charaeter of
capitalist society, they also reject the fact that the state is an instru-
ment of class rule, a political apparatus for legalizing, imposing and
enforcing the system of exploitation iby which the ruling class lives.
The growing economic role of the state represents not a wresting of
control from monopoly capital but rather the utilization by monopoly
capital of the state machinery as a vehicle for increasing the exploi-
tation of the working class and for the extraction of added proffts
from all other sections of the people. Members of the corporate
bureaucracy become members of the political bureaucracy, and in
both capacitites they serve the same class interests. The concept of
post-industrial society is, in fact, but a gloriffed version of state
monopoly capitalism, improved and reorganized with the scientists
and professionals managing affairs. It is an efiort to refurbish capital-
ism in its ffnal, dying stage and present it as a "new socety," the
product of a "post-industrial revolution."

Bell is quite correct in noting the changing composition of the
working class-the shift to service occupations, the ,rise of white-collar
employment, the growth of scientiffc and technical personnel. How-
ever, this process is not new. It is a necessary consequence of ad-
vancing technology and has been going on for a long time. It was
noted by Karl Marx n Capital and it became a basis for the revisionist
theories of Eduard Bernstein in the 1890s. With the rise of the
scientiffc and technological revolution it has accelerated and has
acquired certain new features. But it has in no way invalidated
the Marxist conception of classes and the class struggle.

At the turn of the century Lenin r.vroter

In all spheres of people's labor, capitalism increases the number
of office and professional usorkers with particular rapidity and
makes a growing demand for intellectuals. The latter occupy a
special position among the other classes, attaching themselves
partly to the bourgeoisie by their connections, their outlooks, etc.,
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and partly to the wage workers as capitalism increasingly deprives
the intellectual of his independent position, converts him into a

hired worker and threatens to lower his living standard. The transi-
tory, unstable, contradictory position of that stratum of society . . '
is reflected in the particularly widespread diffusion in its midst
of hybrid, eclectic views, a farrago oI contrasting principles and
ideas, an urge to rise verbally to higher spheres and to conceal
the conflicts- between the historical groups with phrases-all of
which Marx lashed with his sarcasm half a century ago. (Collected
Wod<s, Vol. 4, p. 202.)

Today the transformation of science into a direct productive force
has drawn gowing numbers of intellectuals and profess'ionals into
production. There they ffnd t-heir creative abilities frustrated; they
are increasingly assigned to dull, routine, stultifying work; they suffer
economic insecurity and unemployment. In short, they are reduced
more and more to the status of the ,blue-collar production workers.
Their counterparts in the service industries and in government
employment sufier a similar fate. To these conditions they react in
part by the espousal of all sorts of petty-bourgeois ideas, among
them that of post-industrial society. But in growing measure they
are responding also by organizing unions and engaging in struggle
against their employers. In the United States unioni2ation is
currently developing among such diverse groups as the engineers
and scientists in the aerospace industry, professional and scientific
employees of the government in Hawaii, professional employees in
the New York Department of Mental Hygiene, foreign service
employees in the State Department, and brokerage house salesmen
on Wall Street. The American Association of University Professors,
which had long regarded itself as strictly a professional organization,
has now decided to engage in collective bargaining for its members.
Similarly, the National Edueation Association has become increas-
ingly indistinguishable from a union in its functions.

,Commenting on these trends, U. S. NeuN andWodd Report sayst
'i{. new :community of interests' developed with the production
workers, a United Automobile Workers official declared, when the
professional man found himself in the unemployrnent-insuranoe line
along with the production people." (June 5, L972.)

But despite the shift to white-collar employment, blue-collar
workers still make up well over half the total work force, and it will
probably take until after the end of the century before the proportion
of white-collar workers reaches 50 per cent (that is, excluding self-
employed, officials and executives, which the official ffgures add into
this category). Moreover, the economic conditions of white-collar
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workers are becoming increasingly indistiguishable from those of
blue-eollar workers. And both grouPs, far from enjoying mounting
affiuence, are being subjected to constandy rising prices and taxes,

to declining real earnings and to persistent unemployrnent.
Clearly, ihe working class and the class struggle remain central in

capitalisi society. Whatever the changes in its composition, the, work-
ing class is increasing in numbers, both absolutely,and relatively, and
the intensity of its eiploitation is increasing, not declining. The class

struggle is becoming sharper, not less sharp. And socialism remains
the ultimate goal.

In capitalist society, the scientiffc and technological revolution
brings not a greater spread of affiuence and increasing stability,
but greater inequalities and mounting instability. On the one hand,

technological advance means increased concentration of ownership,
for it is the largest corporations which are best able to develop and
introduce new techniques. Hence the biggest grow even bigger. On
the other hand the most advanced capitalist country, the United
States, has some 25 million of its citizens living in poverty and hunger,

while its economy is just emerging from the latest of its succession of
postwar recessions. Only in socialist society does the scientiffc and
industrial revolution mean stable economic advance and the improved
wellrbeing of all members of society.

In its struggles against the forces of national liberation and social-

ism, world imperialiim turns increasingly to the weapon of ideological
subversion. Toward this end it ffnds the idea of post-industrial society

in all its variants particularly useful. In the guise of a new society
which is neither capitalist nor socialist, it offers a point of departure
for arguing the superiority of capitalism and the false idea that the
socialist countries are returning to capitalism. It is not surprising
that Brzezinski, the theoretician of ideological subversion and "silent

counter-revolution" in the socialist countries, is also the theoretician
of the'technotronic society" in the United States. Nor is it surprising
that the ideas of Bell and others like him are widely popularized in
academic and intellectual circles. But such false concepts cannot
long conceal the decay and crisis of present-day capitalism or the vast
superiority of socialism as a society free of exploitation, a society
in which scientists and professionals hold an honored place-a plaee,
moreover, to which all may aspire.
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The Philippines Under Martial Law
The declaration of martial law in the Philippines on September

2L, 1972 has placed the whole country under military dictatorship
and makes it a crime for the people to exercise their democratic
rights. Demonstrations, rallies, meetings and other forms of mass
action are proscribed. Workers and employees are prohibited to strike
or picket. Newspapers, radio and television are subject to military
censorship. Civil courts have been replaced by military tribunals.
President Marcos is the sole lawgiver. The people live in the shadow
of fear, under the butt of the gun.

The whole facade of democratic legality suddenly falls ofi, exposing
the fascist essence of neo-colonial state power. In the true Hitlerite
tradition of hypocrisy and deceit and in contempt of the people's
opinion, the Marcos dictatorship is now busy propagating the Iie
that fhe imposition of military rule is necessary "to save-the Republii'
and *to 

preserve the freedom we cherish."
By all means at their command, the Filipino people must condemn,

expose and actively oppose the Marcos military-technocratic dicta-
torship and wage all forms of struggle possible for the fullest ex-
pr-ession of their democratic rights in order to put down this military
rule. As the people continue the struggle, however, they must undei-
stand that the imposition of martial law forms part of the diabolical
plan of the CIA and other agencies of U.S. impeiialism, in connivance
with the military-technocratic clique in power and other reactionary
factions of the ruling class.

lm,periakst Tactic of Terror and Frame-up

Barbarism and terror are the mainstay of imperialist tactics today.
Driven away by the socialist forces and liberation movements from
its traditional areas of exploitation, imperialism is in retreat and is
desperately holding on to its remaining puppet states and neo-colonies
as the last breathing space of world capitalism in crisis. In Vietnam
today, U.S. imperialism is engaged in mass slaughter of the Vietnamese
people, without any moral justiftcation and under the most perverse
pretext that it is doing this to them to save them for democracy. In
Indonesia a few years ago the CIA took a ride on the adventurism
of Maoist elements of the liberation movement there and instigated
the extermination of more than 500,000 Indonesian patriots, in order
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to "savd'the country for U.S. monopoly capital. Wherever it has the
power to do so, the hand of U.S. imperialism never hesitates to commit
the most heinous crimes against the people, or unleash the most
barbaric instruments of death and destruction and blame such crimes
on the Communist movement. From Hitler (who had the German
Reichstag burned and massacred Communists to answer for his crime)
to Marcos, the tactics of frame-up has been followed with sinister
consistency by the enemies of the people to preserve the system of
exploitation at the time of its crisis.

Nixon Doctri,ne

Despite decades of ideological distortion, nuclear threat, armed
provocation, and all forms of subversion employed by the imperialist
powers, the world socialist system has grown formidable. Socialism
has convincingly demonstrated its superiority over the moribund
capitalist system, its capacity to make great strides toward progress
after abolishing exploitation of man by man, and its capability to
build a crisis-free economy and a society in which the broadest masses
participate in the administration of social affairs. Years ago, it was
the established practice of pro-imperialist ideologues to predict the
imminent fall of the socialist system. Today, it is the capitalist system
that is collapsing. The imperialist powers have been forced to admit
the futility of iolling back the frontiers of communism." They fear
that it is imperialism instead that is being rolled to its well-deserved
fall by the working class struggle in the major eenters of capitalism
and by the liberation movements in the 'third world' countries, in
unity with the socialist system under the leadership of the Soviet
Union.

In the light of these new realities, U.S. imperialism formulated the
Nixon Doctrine. In place of the policy of containment of communism,
U.S. imperialism gave way to rapproachment. Abandoning trade em-
bargo and boycott against socialist countries, the Nixon Doctrine
broadened trade relations with them, not only to create new trade
opportunities for the U.S. economy in crisis but also to keep up with
competition from Japan, West Germany and other capitalist countries
that have gone far ahead ,in trading with socialist states. Thus U.S.
imperialism is compelled by the new balance of world forces to accept
the terms of peaceful coexistence that has been the consistent policy
of socialist states.

This development-a decisive victory for the forces of progress and
socialism-has opened an era of detente between the two social sys-
tems. U.S. imperialism is forced to abandon its cold war anti-Commu-
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nism and to begin to adjust its strategy of survival to the new world
situation. The world socialist system is now too strong to be taken

on in a frontal ,collision. The new imperialist tactic is not to attack
head-on but to exploit and to foster conflicts within the socialist camp.

In plaoe of the traditional weapon of anti-Communism the imperialist
propaganda machine began grinding out anti-Sovietism in an attempt
to Jo* division within the socialist camp and mislead the new revo-

lutionary forces. This likewise explains why the CIA has made the
Maoist movement in many countries a convenient vehicle for splitting
and destroying the Communist and other anti-imperialist, forces-a
fact which is of great signiffcance in the present political crisis in
the Philippines.

The N,i*on doctrine expresses the inability of the U.S. imperialists

to maintain the whole imperialist security system. Under pressure

of an acute economic crisiJat home and besieged by anti-imperialist
forces all over the world, u.s. imperialism is in the process of with-
drawing troops and military bases from foreign countries. The new

imperiaiist Gategy under the Nixon Doctrine, arising principally
from the lesson of the defeat in Vietnam, is to replace U.S. trooPs

and bases in the puppet states by the military build-up of the native

reactionary forces.
The implementation of the Nixon Doctrine in Southeast Asia pre-

sents a clea,r pattern. In Vietnam, it takes the form of the notorious
Vietnamization program which involves the withdrawal of U.S. ground
forces, together with the augmentation of the Vietnamese puppet
army. In Thailand, the partial pull-out of U.S' forces was followed_by
tho military take-over of the government on the usual imperialist
pretort of a "growing Communist insurgency." In South- Korea, the
withdrawal of 60,000 U.S. troops-after frantic opposition by the pup-
pet government-preceded the installation of a military dictatorship
for reasons of "national security against Communist subversion.'

The Nixon Doctrine underscores the major policy changes in the
Philippines, including the imposition of martial law. In foreign affairs,

or"rt*os for diplomatic relations with socialist countries and the
subsequent opening of trade relations with them were initiated-a
progressive shift which has been misleadingly annou_nced !Y gouu*-
ment pnopagandists as an indication of Marcos' independence from
U.S. imperialism. Corsistent with the Nixon doctrine, this has been

accompanied by increasing official propaganda on the mounting
threat of subversion by "home-grown Communists"' Fearing the polit-
ical consequence of diplomatic relations with socialist countries, the
local tentacles of U.S. imperialism began laying the grounds for
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political repression. The imperialists would like to rake in for them-

lelves all tle econo*ic beneffts arising from relations with socidist
countries but minimize or nullify the political gains of the people

from such relations.
In the Philippines, with the pull-out of 15,000 U.S. troops and the

return of Sangley naval base to the Marcos administration, U.S.

imperialism bJgan pressuring the puppet government to intensify
military preparatiorri to fill in the 'tecurity vacuum" created by the
U.S. pull-out, at the expense of the Filipino people. The Marcos
administration accordingly commenced a rnrillitarization grogram
marked by a huge military budget and the local manufactu,re of arms,

ammunition and explosives.
The Nixon Doctrine recognizes that U.S. foreign policy had bcen

expensive in terms of dollars for the maintenance of U.S. troops and

miiitary bases in foreign countries, and in terms of American per-

sonnel'dying on Asian soil. AII this has been changed. Under the

Nixon doctrine, imperialist policy is deffnitely less expensive, b-ecause

Vietnamization, Koreanization or Filipinization of the imperialist se-

curity system against the liberation movements now entails the killing
of Asians by Asians, of Filipinos by Filipinos.

The Nixon Doctrine is a shift of imperialist attack, from the socialist

countries to the national liberation movements, with the intention of
deliberately driving the third world countries from socialist develop-

ment and thus retaining them within the orbit of world capitalism.

To achieve this, U.S. imperialism is replacing the overt presence of
U.S. troops and military bases with native fascism. I" 4" Philippines
the main problem of the CIA and other imperialist clandestine manip-

ulators das how to create the necessary conditions for the rise of
fascism which has now culminated in the imposition of martial law.

Imp eriali,st D emand f or D ic'tat orship

From the viewpoint of the Nixon Doctrine, the suppression of the
liberation movement is the primary responsibility of the neo-colonial

state power, with full assistance from U.S. imperialilm' f1 the light
of the new balance of forces, U.S. imperialism ffnds added rcason

to be cautious in its intervention, lest it cause an "international

situation." It is part therefore of the imperialist tactic to "localize"

the political repression by inducing conficts among native grouPs,

with the imperialist agents staying far in tlle background. In thc

present political crisis, however, U.S' imperialism sho-w-ed its ugly
head too much. Just before the declaration of martial law Marcos

had a full dayt brieffng in the U.$. Clark Air Base. O- tl the e-ve of that
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event, U.S. Ambassador Henry Byroade met a huge shipment of
military equipment aboard a U.S. C-5 cargo plane at the Manila
International Airport. In the ffrst week of rnartial law, U.s. military
adyisors began trooping into the country.

In the face of the rapid growth of political consciousness and the
expansion o organized masses, coupled with intense struggle for
power lmong- the ruling classes deliberately stirred up by ilie CIA
to 

-produce chaos, the Marcos governmeni found mdre excuse for
militarization. But the decisive conditions for the rise of fascism in
the country had been generated by the Maoist movement in which
the cIA found a convenient vehicle for building up what the Marcos
martial law proclamation describes as "armed iniuriection of rebellion
which has assumed the magnitude of an actual state of war against
our people and the Republic."

On th-e part of U.S. imperialism, there are two complementary
reasons_for the imposition of fascist rule. The ffrst is to suppress th-e
national liberation movement and the second is to pave the way for
a more accelerated development of the capitalist system in the-phil-
ippines. Thtrs the twin tactics of repression and reform, as repre-
selte$ 

_1!y 
the imposition of martial law and the building of the so-

called "New Society." In brief, this means that the role of-the Marcos
military-technocratic dictatorship is to eliminate all political risks to,
and-prwide all economic opportunities for, foreign monopoly capital
in-the Philippines. It is the demand of U.S. monopoly 

""pit* tfr"tthis be done at the shortest time possible by military dictat6rship.

"New Society"

, "To- save the Republic and form a new society" is the slogan of
the Marcos dictatorship. objectively, it means to deliver state"power
away from the people's revolutionary movement and make ii safe
for foreign capital and its joint-venture partners among the Filipino
big bourgeoisie.

The Marcos military-technocratic &ctatorship is reforming the
government 

-by weeding out official corruption in response to the
demand of foreign capital ior an efficient administrative machinery.
Its immediate concern is how to make the Philippine government
serve the needs of foreign capitalists. But the miin pro6lem today
that- the people must confront is the fact that the govirnment is not
in their hands; it is under the complete control of foreign banking
and industrial monopolies, acting through their Filipino politica'i
age,nls and economie partners. Th; "Ne;Society" caniot sJlve this
problem. On the other hand, it aggravates the problem by the im-
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position_ of martial law to further entrench the domination of foreign
*olopgJy capital and preclude opposition from the people.

The 'New Society" is doubling eforts to implemeni aland reform
pro_gram, which is actually a system of selling land to the people
under onerous terms. But the people realize that the land pioblim
came about because the land grabbers, who are the ones running the
gov,ernment, stole the land from them by force and deceit. These same
exploiting classes are now coming out with the blandishments of a
"New Society" in an attempt to trick the people to their side.

The pcople_do not owe the Marcos dictatorship any favor in speed-
ing up land distribution. Marcos has no choice but to sell back the
stolen lands to the people. It is not out of grace but out of fear of
the people's power that the ruling circles are giving way to land
distribution. It is the long years of revolutionary struggle, shaping
the people into a political force, which are bearing fruit today, 1t ii
from the soil fertilized by the blood of Evangeliita, Balges, Capa-
decia, Jo-ven, Feleo, del Castillo, Mamangorn and other re,Iolutioniry
heroes who died and sacrifted before and after them, that the working
people- today are reaping their economic and social rights that havl
been forced from the ruling classes. It is therefore by the action of
the masses themselves that they are on the way to land reform and
ultimately to their class emancipation.

- But acting through the Marcos military-technocratic dictatorship,
the foreign monopoly capitalists and their Filipino joint-venture part-
ners (among whom are President Ferdinand E. Marcos and his cro.
nies-) are quiek to-manipulat_e to their own advantage the land-hunger
of the masses. In line with the historic necessity on the part of woild
capitalism to speed up capitalist construction in the backward areas
in order to "save" them from socialist influence, foreign monopoly
capital in the Philippines is engaged in neo-colonial industrialization
which necessarily entails the dismantling of feudal institutions. The
im-perialist scheme calls for a radical change in the structure of agn-
culture to conform to developments in the industrial requirements
of the imperialist powers, This scheme involves the reduction of land
and labor resources devotbd to one-crop agriculture and their inten-
sive exploitation for raw material processing, food and other labor-
intensive manufacturing. The productive unit of this imperialist *agri-

cultural development" is the cooperative, which is conceived by the
World Bank and the Asian Development Bank technocrats as the
institutional link of the peasant labor to the world capitalist market.
It is expected therefore that after the distribution of uneconomic
land holdings to the p-easants (which is also intended to defuse their
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well-known revolutionary potential), the military-technocratic dicta-

torship will launch u movem"rrt to combine small farms into multi-
purpose cooperatives for the production of livestock, dalry, cottage

ind other piocessed raw materials. But the line of pr,oduction and

export of zuch products will be centrally controlled by monopoly

ffnanciers and exporters.
In the hands of foreign monopoly capital and their Filipino part-

ners, land reform and the cooperative movement become instruments

of exploitation. They will be utilized as means by which the labor
powei of the peasants is released from feudal molds to be system-

atically exploited for neo-colonial industrialization. The Marcos dic-

tatorship ii in a hurry to deliver the peasants from the weight of
feudal peonag" to the yoke of capitalist exploitation. The military
dictatorihip ii also expected to speed up the implementation of re-

forms of the Philippine educational system demanded by the World
Bank. These reforms constitute a crash program for training Filipino
workers in the skills necessary for labor intensive industries to be set

up by multinational corporations. The Marcos dictatorship is deter-

mined to make the Filipino workers the hired hands of foreign capital'

Neo-Colonial lndnstrializdion-The Essence of the "Neut Society"

Monopoly corporations in the maior capitalist countries prefer for-

eign investments to business at home because they derive much more

p-fftr from investments abroad. Recent developments have given

irew impetus to capital exports to underdeveloped countries. The

strategy of U.S. imperialism to steer the underdeveloped countries

away from socialism has invested the export of capital to the "third

world" countries with a political function, namely, to open up their
economies to private capital by way of propagating all necessary

conditions for the development of private-enterprise capitalism'

Lately, foreign investments have found a new urgency in moving

to the Philippines at a more rapid pace. The rising cost of labor in

Japan, the U.S. and other maior capitalist countries resulting from

working-class militancy is oompelling foreign capitalists to transfer

their labor-intensive industries such as textile and car-part manufac-

turing to puppet states and neo-colonies where labor is much cheaper

and where raw materials can be processed at a lower cost right at
the source. To minimize the problem of industrial pollution, which
is already serious in ]apan and the U.S., it is part of the imperialist
scheme as much as possible to do all raw-material processing in the
neo-colony. In the Philippines, foreign monopoly capital will press
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for the setting up of copper, nickel and aluminum smelting plants
and the expansion of petroleum re6ning. The Philippine economy
becomes integrated more closely now with the capitalist industrial
structure, together with Indonesia, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand and Taiwan.

The "New Society" will open the door to expanded raw-material
processing and labor-intensiye manufacturing not to serve the eco-
nomic sufficiency of the Filipino people but to serve the export and
manufacturing needs of international leeches such as the Bank of
America, First National City Bank of New York, Chase Manhattan
Bank, Bank of Tokyo, Fuji Bank, Sumitomo Bank, Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation, General Electric, Hitachi, Toshiba,
General Motors, Ford, Toyota, Chrysler, Bayer, Phillips, Imperiatr
Chemical Industries, Unilever, Proctor and Gamble, Marubeni-Iida,
Castle and Cooke, United Fruit Co., Firestone, Shell, Esso, Caltex
and other multinational corporations. It was in the high councils of
these international gangsters that the master plan of the "New Soci-
ety" was drafted. And it is through their international fronts, princi-
pally the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and the Intema-
tional Monetary Fund, that their grand schemes are transmitted for
implementation by high-powered ffnancing which sucks the lifeblood
of the people's economy with exorbitant interest rates. The 'New
Society" will insure that all projects of the World Bank Group and
the ADB are carried out.

Marcos' announcement that he will give incentives for oil explo-
ration more attractive than Indonesda's is a harbinger of the rosy
future of foreign capital in the Philippines. In particular, the *New

Society" will save the day for U.S. investments as their privileges
expire by L974.

Under the aegis of the military dictatorship, the Constitutional
Convention now under way in the Philippines will legitimize new
methods of neo-colonialism and usher in a new stage of domination
by foreign capital. To provide for long-term security, the 'New
Society" will insure that the new Constitution provide appropriate
measures of protection and freedom for foreign capital.

There should be no illusion that foreign monopoly capital will
bring in a flood of dollars to be invested in the "New Society." It
has already started its drive to fully mobilize local capital resourees.
Various investment banks have been organized in ioint ventures with
Filipino ffnanciers. The stock market has expanded. Workers and
employees are given incentives to buy corporate shares. The study
on Philippine savings conducted by the National Economic Council
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at the request of the World Bank and the IMF Central Bank survey
of the Philippine banking system are calculated to provide justiffcation
for the channeling of local capital resources to the requirements of
neo-colonial industrialization.

Viewed from the requirements of foreign monopoly capital in the
implementation of neo-colonial industrialization, the Philippines is ill
prepared. Centuries of plunder by Spanish colonialism, decades of
systematic exploitation by U.S. imperialism and an interval of ]apa-
nese fascism-all this has left formidable human and institutional
obstacles to rapid capitalist construction required by the radical shift
in imperialist policy. The economy is lopsided, dominated by a few
export products mostly grown on one-crop latifundias, the result of
a colonial trade pattern. Agricultural production is essentially primi-
tive and limited to subsistence farming to a large extent. The market
is restricted by the starvation level of income, particularly among
the rural population. Labor productivity is slackened by debilitating
malnutrition, inadequate housing, lack of hospital facilities and other
conditions inherent in mass poverty. The people lack technical skills
because colonial policy provided no material basis for the develop-
ment of such skills. Industrial requirements of power, transport,
highway systems, and other social overheads are inadequate-limited
only to the needs of the imperialist power in each particular stage
of its rule. The administrativc machinery is terribly inefficient and
its personnel hopelessly corrupt, the government having been con-
verted into an employment agency and a means for amassing private
fortunes-which is only a reflection of the neo-colonial crisis.

Limited reforms to meet such problems faced by foreign capital
may take 200 years or more, according to Executive Secretary Ale-

iandro Melchor in propagandizing the advantages of Marcos' military
regime among U.S. investors in Washington. The problem is com-
pounded by the fact that the re{orms necessary for the future of
capitalism in the country involve conflicts of interest among the
ruling classes. The demands of U.S. imperialism cannot wait that long.
Its crisis as a world system is tolling the death knell. Incvitably,
socialism is winning popular support. In the Philippines, if widespread
restiveness cannot any more be placated by concessions, the irnpo-
tence of the neo-colonial state power to deal with basic economic and
political problems of the people will strengthen mass support for a

people's democratic revoluti'on. Imperialism is racing with time, and
its demands must be met in the shortest period possible. By the
declaration of martial law, Marcos hopes to achieve this assigned
task in the next ffve years or so. It is clear that military dictatorship
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is the only means by which the neo-colonial state power can make
itself viable.

Martial Lau: and, Maoist Mystery

Marcos'Proclamation No. 1031 recites all the events which iustify
the imposition of martial law, from the viewpoint of the Marcos mili*
tary-technocratic dictatorship. Such events consist in the main of the
activities of a mysterious group called'Communist Party of the PhiI-
ippines-Mao Tse-tung Thought," or what has been made to appear
as the 'ievolutionary" activities of this group.

Without mass support, the Mao 'lhought Party launched its revo-
lutionary adventure in early 1970, less than a month from its creation.,
Apparently, all it needed was Mao's quotations which it learned by
rote. Its interest was the duplication of the strategy and tactics of.
the Chinese Revolution in the Philippines, with Isabela Province as'

its Yenan. Its "New People's A*y" (NPA) was started off with the
assistance of a leading opposition senator who, as a newspapefinan
in the 1950's, attended a CIA school (together with a well-known
Filipino newspaper columnist) and saw some CIA lessons in action
in the Indonesian coup in 1965. In December 1970, the Mao Thought
Party became a sensation when Lt. Victor Corpuz, a member of the
Philippine Military Academy's staff, "raided" the Academy's annory
in Baguio in a superman fashion and carted off loads of heavy weap-
ons undetected. Then Corpuz announced that he had joined the NPA,
and subsequently he rose to its highest command. Before he "de-
fected" to the NPA,'Corpuz was a Special Forces officer of the Armed
Forces of the Philippines, considered by his fellow officers as one of
the most sophisticated in the imperialist art of counter-insurgency.

Within a yeil from its creation, the Mao Thought Party expanded
its mass organizations to unprecedented proportions. From the ,Ilocos

region in the north to Cotabato in the south, the Kabataang Maka-
bayan (KM) and the Samahang Democratikong Kabataan (SDK)
chapters sprouted, and their leading activists were known to be re-
ceiving a monthly allowance ranging from 200 to 400 pesos. Key
positions in these organizations hold some strange attraction for close
relatives of intelligence and military officers. The SDK top leaders
include the son of a retired ]udge Advocate General of the Armed
Forces of the Philippines (AFP) and the son of a regional director
of the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI). KM's secretary-gen-
eral is the nephew of a retired colonel in the National Intelligence
Coordinating Agency (NICA). Among the top ranking officers of the
KM were the son of a ranking police officer, the son of a retired
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Military Intelligence Service (MIS) officer and a woman-a-gent of
the Inielligence Service of the Armed Forces of the Philippines
(ISAFP). A Maoist scientists' organization is headed by a physics

professor who is the son of an army Colonel in the Fourth Military
i.rea of the AFP. The KM chapter in the Santa Cruz, Lagune is led
by the son of a Philippine Constabulary (PC) officer. The chairman

oi the I(M Chapter in San Andres, Manila, who trained as an NPA
cadre and was ient to Negros Island for expansion work, turned out
to be a "penetration agent" of the ISAFP. An NPA leader in Bicol
is the son of the PC provincial commander assigned there. Among
the government witnesses in the court trial of Maoist activists was

a, a.my major who was at one time the personal security man of

Jose Maria Sison, the iunior Mao of the Philippines, head of the Mao
Thought Party. Another witness was the political commissar of the
NFA, who turned out to be a Marcos Agent. How heavily the Mao
Thought Party has been inffltrated by intelligence authorities is not
known, but the fact is that many of the NPA *commandels" who are

listed in the AFP's Order of Battle are Special Forces (Green Beret )

counterinsurgency ffghters of the AF?.
Of crucial importance to the imperialist use of the Mao Thought

Party is the unusually concentrated news coverage devoted to the
'revolutionary'' activities of the Mao Thought Party and its military
arm. If this group achieved anything, it was publicity, and indeed
it may go down in history as the most publicized revolutionary group.
Little did the Maoist Ieaders rcalize that the publicity buildup was

a deliberate projection of a 'lCommunist insurgency'' of alarming
proportions calculated to generate the conditions necessary for out-
right military suppression. After its tremendous publicity success, it
had been easy for the CIA and its front in the military establishment
to impute to the Mao Thought Party any plan of sabotage and assas-

sination and dmm up the efiect of terror and alarm.
Exploiting the inherently adventurist ideology of Maoism, the CIA

forces fanned the *revolutionary" fever to a mounting pitch after the
Mao Thought Party declared the existence of a 'tevolutionary situ-
ation." In less than two years, the "revolution" became imminent.
Newspaper reports were rife with spectacular NPA victories. The
psy-war experts of the AFP continued the propaganda grind: the
Maoist take-over was iust around the corner, a provisional revolu-
tionary government was being set up.

The "Karagatan? Proiect and CIA Sabotews

The high point in the imperialist tactics of terror and deception
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came with the discovery in July 1972 of the mystery ship Karagotan
on the northeast coast of L:uzon, near Palanan. Accor&ng to AFp
intelligence estimates, the ship carried a load of some BF00 M-14
rifl.es, several dozens of 40 mm rocket launchers, other assorted
weapons and communication facilities. The arrns shipment was said
to have been delivered to the NPA by a foreign power. It was worth
about 10 million pesos, and if indeed it was purchased by the NpA,
the- Mao flought Party would be the richest revolutionary group
in the world.

At any rate the Karagaton mystery made possible two developments
engineered by the intelligence authorities. Subsequently, Marcos
drummed up the line that a foreign power was engaged in subversion
in the Philippines. It also made credible the military propaganda that
the Mao Thought Party had a tremendous military capability to
mount a "revolution." This "military capability" was further magniffed
by l*y intelligence reports that there were additional arms landings
in Divinisa, Bicobian, and other points on the eastern coast of Luzon,
that arms caches in Novotas, Caloocan and Tondo yielded 5,000
rifles and rockets and that Victor Corpuz had in his possession 280
M-14 rifles, 24 rockets, and 500 rocket shells-all thii making the
NFA one of the most militarily prepared revolutionary groups in
the world in the brief period of two years.

On the 6asis of such "military preparedness," the army intelligence
began T"Srg it app-ear that it "captured' NPA documents outlining
pla_ns of sabotag-e and assassination. This was followed in July, August
and September by a series of terroristic bombings of civilian centers
and government buildings, which was done by the paid saboteurs of
the CfA and army intelligence, to "prove" that the NPA plans con-
tained in "captured" documents were now being implemented. panic
and terror mounted to a crescendo which burst into open fascism
with the declaration of martial law in the evening of September 12,
an hour after a staged amibush of the Defense Secretary'i car.

C onclusioru and, I-essons

The Marcos military-technocratic dictatorship is the iron claw of
U.S. monpoly eapital. By orrtright suppression, it is eliminating all
opposition to the conversion of the Philippines economy into an
imperialist entrepot modeled after Hongkong or Taiwan, making the
Filipino people the coolies of foreign capital.

Using the ultra-revolutionary phraseology of Maoist adventurism,
the cIA forces sponsored counter-revolutionary, anarchist and ultra-
Leftist groups to break up the unity of the anti-imperialist forces.
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Riding on the Maoist 'Communist" vehicle, imperialist agents fo-

ment# an anti-Communist hysteria by drumming up the imminent

threat of a "Communist" seizure of state power by deliberately gen-

erating the conditions for the imposition of martial law. As a weapon

againJ the liberation movement; U.S. imperialism utilized the weak-

116rr"r inherent in Maoist ideology to the fullest extent. In the making

of the present crisis, Maoist subjectivism complements imperialist

barbarism. The Maoist leaders must stand accused as accomplices in
imperialist crimes against the Filipino people, together with the Mar-

cos military-technocratic henchmen.
The conditions of struggle for national and social liberation of the

Filipino people from the 
-stranglehold of foreign capital _have 

been

exGmely aimc,rtL As it goes through the present political crisis, the
skuggle must continue. No persecution, no prison, not even- death

"un 
fright"r, us. Our cause is just because we are ffghting for the

freedom and the future of the Filipino working people. We are fight-
ing to free millions of workingmen from oppression and exploitation.
Let the bitter lessons of this crisis renew our determination to build
the broadest front against fascism and imperialism' Let the darkest
night of fascism sharpen the people's sense for victory and social

emancipation. The PARTIDO KOMUNISTA NG PILIPINAS appeals
for unity, unity and greater unity.

Manila, Philippines, October 7, L972.

(Continued from p. 24)

There are new contradictions. But there cannot be contradictions
between building the Party and mass work.

I }now these guidelines do not answer many of the questions
being raised. But once we have a correct point of reference I am

convinced we can ffnd the correct answers.
We are entering a period of struggle. Struggle will be the answer

to Nixon's reactionary policies. In most areas of struggle it means
grass-roots movements. It means movements on the wage freeze, on
racism, taxes, rents, prices. It is here that our policies must see their
testing.

We have done an important piece of mass work. We have spoken

to millions. In a sense it is harvest time. We must now have a Party
and YWLL building drive that matches the election drive in scoPe,

imagination and determination.
We have had a breakthrough election campaign. Now we must

have a breakthrough Party ancl press building drive.

IDEAS IN OUR TIME
HERBERT APTHETEn

"Insiders, Outsiders" ctrrd Science

Late in November, the annual University Lecture of Columbia was
given by Dr. Robert K. Merton, Giddings Professor of Sociology at
that institution. Dr. Merton devoted his paper to a critique of the
idea, as he put it, of insiders" and "outsiders" with the latter handi-
capped by "a structurally imposed incapacity to understand alien
groups." This carried with it, he thought, the "balkanization of social
science, with separate baronies kept exclusively in the hands of in-
siders bearing their credentials in the shape of an inherited group
affiliation."

Moving on to plainer English, Professor Merton feared that from
all this one might conclude that "only blacks can understand blacks"
and that "only white scholars can understand whites"; indeed, that
"only women can understand women; men, men; capitalists, capital-
ists; and Catholics, Catholics." And-with apparent irony that in fact
moved pelilously close to truth-Professor Merton suggested that, *It
would then plainly follow that only sociologists can understand their
fellow sociologists."

This threatening situation, Professor Merton affirmed, had arisen
lately because of what he called a new "ethnocentrism" of Black
people "and other minority groups." Deliverance would come, the
audience was assured, not from tle view of the "insider"-"with the
advantage of personal experience"-nor from that of the "outsider"-
"with the benefit of relative obiectivity toward his work." No, 'the
growth of knowledge depends on the largely institutionalized reci-
procity of trust among scholars and scientists" under whose aegis
"insider and outsider perspectives can converge through the reci-
procal borrowing of ideas."

It is marvelously fftting that Dr. Merton is the Giddings Professor
of Sociology at Columbia University; the chair honors FranHin H.
Giddings whose "consciousness of kind" concept was a euphemism
for racism and who formed the sociological leg of the three-footed
chauvinist stool that made up Columbia's "social science" during the
ffrst quarter of the twentieth century, with ]ohn V. Burgess in politicd
science and Archibald H. Dunning in history completing the structure.
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Merton s "insiders" and "outsiders" concept is a modernization,
indeed, of Giddings' "consciousness of kind." Both blur basic ques-

tions in social sciences: power, class, exptroitation, oppression, ine-
quality, injustice. Merton equates Blacks and Blacks and whites and
whites; men and men and women and women; it is probably of con-

sequence that even he did not go further with capitalists and capi-
talists and workers and workers. Columbia's history being what it is,

he might well have gone on to Semites and Semites and anti-Semites
and anti-Semites.

One must believe that Professor Mertons innocence is assumed and
disingenuous; for even a professor of sociology at Columbia knows
more about realities than might be believed of one who equated Black
and white and men and women in terms of their positions in society.

At the heart of the crisis of social sciences in the United States is
the "largely institutionalized reciprocity of trust among scholars"
which has produced in fact vastly endowed centers for justifying and
maintaining the status quo-a precise description of universities in
the United States in the past and in the present.

Positively delicious is Professor Merton's assumption that his "out-
sider" possesses "the benefit of relative obiectivity," like Ulrich Bon-
nell Phillips when he wrote of slavery and John W. Burgess when he
wrote of the colonial peoples and Joseph Goebbels when he wrote
of ]ews. The assumption is more than absurd, however; it refects the
essential elitism and chauvinism of the whole approach. When a Du
Bois writes of Black people he is obviously partisan and not obiective,
since he is an insider," but when Phillips or Rhodes or Beard or
Oberholtzer or Morison write about Black people they reflect 'ielative
objectivitl' for they are 'butsiders"!

This reminds one of the work of an earlier "standard" historian,
Ellis P. Oberholtzer, who wrote of labor organizers as veritable
demons, guilty of 'Tollies and excesses," who turned Toreign rabble"
into "murderous mobs," and who added that clearly such "wretches"

-as the Haymarket Martyrs-were destined for "their not unmerited
end on the scaffold"t This same Oberholtzer, in writing of the Home-
stead strike, noted that he made certain of obiectivity in his research
because he had examined bo& Republican and Democratic newspaper
coverage of the eventt

There may be, certainly, nationalistic bias and exaggeration iust
as {:here may be a kind of blind and fanatical sectarianism and these
may occasionally affiict some among oppressed peoples ,and classes

from time to time. But these were blemishes that may mar long-needed
rectiffcation of the systematically distorted writing of ruling-class,
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racist and elitist "institutionalized scholars." And since they are blem-
ishes they hurt, rather than serve, the cause of the oppressed, ex-
ploited and humiliated, whose liberation needs nothing more tlan it
needs truth; in that sense, also, they differ fundamentally from the
productions of ruling-class servitors.

Perhaps Professor Merton indicated the source of his inspiration-
and the reason the Neu Ymk Times (November 28, Lg72) featured
its contents-when he noted the enhanced strength in the present
period of the colored peoples, hitherto, he said, "largely powerless."
With that enhanced strength the demand from such peoples for re-
vision in the social sciences and for some semblance of truth in those
disciplines is reaching formidable proportions. Given that circum-
stance, the tactic of insiders and outsiders" would seem to be helpful.
One is reminded of the attacks in this period upon such institutions
as trial by iury or public and free education or social security systems
or, for that matter, upon democracy and reason itself.

Objectivity in the sciences cannot be separated from partisanship
and the two are not opposites; on the contrary, they constitute a dia-
lectical unity. Partisanship is inevitable in science; science is a human
construct for human ends and purposes and so has partisanship as

a basic part of its character. The problem in obiectivity-notably in
what are called the social sciences-is that hitherto &e partisanship
has been in favor of exploitative classes and oppressive national groups
possessing power. Hence, the dominant ftgures in such disciplines
have been guilty of elitist, male supremacist and racist characteristics.

The twentieth century, however, marks the historic turn towards
actual popular sovereignty. It is to the degree that a social scientist
supports and assists that turn that he may achieve objectivity; and
to the degree that the turn is made oomplete, to that degree con
social science become ob1'ective, become truthful. It is only with such
a society that one may really "institutionalize" science for in such
a society falsehood is anathema, iniustice aberrational and Iiberated
science essential.

Truth is beauty and beauty is truth, wrote the poet. And justice
is truth and truth is justice. Justice means an end to exploitation;
that ended and then oppression can be ended. That achieved and the
historic, fundamental sources of the peruersion of science and the
distortion of reality are extirpated. Then, as Marx insisted, will truly
human history commence. There will, then, be neither "insiders" nor*outsiders"; only brothers and sisters.

December 3, LWz



COMMUNICATIONS
MARY INMAN

Mqternity qs o Sociol Function

Marxist theory, applied to the
woman question, has always been
needed for the sake of both
rromen and Marxism, but never
as much as today. Values affect-
ing women and the family, taken
for granted and needing no de-
fense 30 and 40 years ago are
now, with the accelerated break-
down of capitalism, brushed aside
or frontally assaulted, as calls
for the "destruction of the fam-
ily" show. One indication of this
social dissolution is the denial, in
the name of Marxism, that
maternity is a social function.

It benefits women to have ma-
ternity treated as a social function
by society. But, is this concept
firmly established in Marxist
theory and praetice? Absolutely!
All of the socialist countries treat
maternity as a social function,
and so does the following declar-
ation of prineiples, expressing the
opinions of the representatives of
Communist Parties in 68 coun-
tries:

Section F. Complete equality
between men and women before
the law and in social life; a radi-
cal reform of marital and family
lawl recognititn of matern:i,ty as
a social function; protection of
mothers and infants. Initiation
of social care and upbringing of
infants ancl children (creches,
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kindergartens, children's homes,
etc.).

The establishment of institu-
tions that will gradually relieve
the burden of house drudgery
(public kitchens and laundries);
the systematic cultural struggle
against the ideology and tradi-
tons of female bondage. (Pro-
gram of tha Communiet Interna-
tional, kfternational Publishers,
New York, 1936, p. 43. Emphasis
added.)

Yet, despite the foregoing, Mar-
garet Cowl, in her article in the
August 1972 issue of Politi.cal
Affairs, under the subheading
"Fallacies of Mary fnman," tells
us: "In Woman-Power, by Mary
Inman, published in L942, it is
maintained that according to the
materialist conception of history,
the giving of birth to children,
rearing them and renewing the
energy of adult workers are all
part of the process of social pro-
duction. Here is an attempt
to invoke Marxism to justify a
false, preconceived idea." Mrs.
Cowl then quotes from Marcism
anil the Woman Question by A.
Landy (International Publishers,
New York, 1943) as follows:
"Motherhood is a phenomenon of
nature and not of society; it pre-
vails in all social systems."

On the contrary, maternity is

MATNNITT

both a product of nature anil of
soci,etg, and it cannot take place
except through a social labor
process, for without the mother
being nourished and sheltered by
labor products, the baby could not
be nourished and sheltered by its
mother's body. The labor of the
doctor, the pharmacist and others
enters into the production of the
baby before it is born. Sienifi-
cantly, the mother's birth pains
are called "labor pains," and
when she is in childbirth she is
said to be "in labor."

To deny that maternity is a
social function undercuts at-
tempts to get maternity benefits
and adequate health care for
working-class mothers and chil-
dren under capitalism, and is
anti-women and anti-survival.
And when a riloman rears a child
she is not doing something solely
for her family, she is doing some-
thing for me, and others too. It
is important not only to capital-
ists, but to all of society that
children be raised who will be
teachers, scientists, auto mech-
anics, druggists, dentists, plumb-
ers, miners and will fill hundreds
of other roles in society.

Landy, in his booklet on women,
fragments other interdependent
social phenomena and then pre-
sents the fragmented parts as
being mutually exclusive.

According to the labor theory
of value, that which determines
the value of commodities is the
average socially necessary labor,
measured in time, required to
produce them. And, that whi.ch
iletermines the oalue of labor-
power itself i,s the aaerage socidlg
necess&ry labor required, to pro-

5'
duce it.

Marx tells us that "the price of
labor-power will be determined
by the cost of production, by the
labor-time necessary for produc-
tion of this commodity labor-
power." Lenin states, in The
Teachi,ngs of Karl Mara, "The
oltrner of money buys labor-power
at its value, which, like the value
of every other commodity is
determined by the soeially neces-
sary labor time requisite for its
production, (i.e., the eost of
maintaining the worker and his
family)."

Landy tells us, however, that
labor-power "being the human
factor it is not itself the product
of the labor process." He com-
plains of what he calls "fnman's
refusal to permit the man to per-
form his most vital biological
functions for himself" because I
described a labor process in the
production of the commodity
labor-power.

But when he denies the Iabor
process in the production and
reproduction of labor-power, he
cannot deal realistically with the
biological process, and when he
tries to stretch the biological to
include both, he falls into meta-
physical dhatter, and provides
conditions under which a man's
functions would cease when on
the job and resume again when
he is at home ! (See pp. 18-19,
The Two Forms of Prod,uctinn
Und,er Capi,talism, by this writer,
1964.)

Engels, in Ori.gin of the Fa,m-
ilu, Prioate Prapertg unil, th,e
State (Progress Publishers, Mos-
cow, 1968), in the "Preface to
the First Edition," states:
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Aocording to the materialist
conception, the determining fac-
tor in history is, in the last re-
sort, the production and repro-
duction of immediate life. But
this itself is of a twofold char-
acter. On the one hand the pro-
duction of the means of subsist-
ence, of food, clothing and shel-
ter and the tools requisite there-
forel on the other the production
of hurnan being themselves, the
propagation of the species. The
social institutions under which
men of a definite historical epoch
and of a definite country live are
conditioned by both kinds of pro-
duction, by the stage of develop-
ment of labor, on the one hand,
and of the family, on the other.
(P.6.)

The Kerr edition of Engels'
foregoing work, published in
1907, gives essentially the same
version as the Progress edition, 61
years later, saying that "Accord-
ing to the materialist concep-
tion, the deciding element of
history is pre-eminently the pro-
duction and reproduction of life
and its material require-
ments. . . ." lt then goes on to re-
fer to "these two forms of produc-
tion." For Engels' "two forms of
production" Landy has substituted
"hvo types of consumption," only
one of which, that which takes
place in the production of the
material requirements of life,
he calls productive. That whi,ch
produces li,fe, hu,mo,n energA, the
cornrrLod,i.tA laborqower, lte con-
sid.ers nonproducti,ae, On the
contrary, however, the individual
consumption of the worker is
prod,ucti,oe consunlption, for it is
productive of "living instruments
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of prorluction," &nd hence of the
commodity labor-power. Marx
tells us:

The capital given in exchange
for labor-power is couverted into
necessaries, by the eonsumption
of which the muscles, nerves,
bones, and brains of existing la-
borers are reproduced, and new
laborers are begotten. Within the
limits of what is strictly neces-
sary, the individual consumption
of the working class, is therefore,
the reconversion of the means of
subsistence given by eapital in
exchange for labor-power, into
fresh labor-power at the disposal
of capital for exploitation. It is
the production and reproduction
of that rneans of production so
indispensable to the capitalist:
the laborer himself. . . . The fact
that the laborer consumes his
means of subsistence for his own
purpose, and not to please the
capitalist, has no bearing on the
matter. The consumption of food
by a beast of burden is none the
Iess a factor in the process of
production, because the beast en-
joys what he eats. (Capital, Kerr
edition, Vol. I, pp. 626-627.)

Marx states: "This incessant
reproduction, this perpetuation of
the laborer, is the sdz qua non of
capitalist production." (Ibid., p.
625.)

Life, human energy, labor-
power, could not exist without
its material requirements: food,
housing, clothing, tools of pro-
duction, means of production, and
the material requirements of life
(labor products). It could not
exist without life to produce
them.

But from the standpoi,nt of
human lalues, Maraism ertlphq.
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si,zes the prioritg of life ouer i,ts
materi,al requirenxents, a;d not the
other way around, as Margaret
Cowl argues. Life d,oes not exist
primarily for the purpose of
producing its material require-
ments, as she would Iead us to
believe.

She quotes, as authority for
her position, from an edition of
Engels' Origi,n of the Fami,lg is-
sued by International Publishers
in 7942, an edition that was part
of the Browderite revisionism and
wrecking of Marxism, and which
gives priority to the production
of the material requirements of
life over life.

But this year International
Publishers issued a new edition
of this work, in which the text
was corrected to give priority to
the production of life, and thus
conform with the Kerr and Pro-
gress editions.

However, Eleanor Burke Lea-
coek, in a 67-page preface, re-
peats the SO-year old revisionist
version and in addition calls for
the destruction of the family,
saying: "The destruction of the
family as an economic unit does
not autom,uticallg follow with the
establishment of socialism, but
rather is one of the goals to be
fought for as central to the tran-
sition to communism." (P. 44.)

Marx's labor theory of value,
the very essence of Marxism,
loses its validity when the labor
of women in the production of
labor-power is denied. On the
other hand, when women's Iabor
in one form of social production
is implemented, Marxism is
strengthened. The subsistence of
theFe women comes out of labor's
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wage and this can only be so be-
cavse thei,r labor contributes to
the aalue of the labor-power that
i,s eudhanged, for that wq,ge, vndet
conditions where labor-power sells
on an average at its value, or cost
of production.

For a long time, contrarT to
basic Marxist concepts, social
production \ryas considered to
mean only one thing: the produc-
tion of the material requirements
of life. For the first time, in
Woman-Pouser by this writer
(7942) the term "ftoo forms of
production," from Engels' Origin
of th,e Familg was implemented
by some 30 quotations from Marx-
authorities. Unless the term "two
forms of production" is used, the
concept of only one form hangs
otr, to the detriment of both
women and Marxism.

Talk of "equality" for women
is hollow, indeed, as long as they
are denied credit for their work
in one form of social production.
We are dealing: here with an is-
sue that vitally affects an esti-
mated one billion of the world's
women. What a world-wide boost
for Marxism, for these women
to learn that only Marxists recog-
nize their true worth ! Here is
an issue that can be taken to the
most backward eountries, where
women are still wearing the veil,
without arousing the hostility
and jealousy of the men in the
family ! On the contrary, it bene-
fits the man for his women folks
to have such world-wide acclaim.
To credit the women does not
debit the men ! This centers their
attention on some worthwhile is-
sue, instead of the phony "war
beJweeu the sexes" !
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Established labor standards and
practices should be applied to
working-class housewives, who
are raising children and doing
the tasks requisite to the feeding
and housing of adult workers of
both sexes, in the workers' homes.
Instead, we often find that the op-
posite policy is pursued. Landy, in
the aforementioned work, re-
peatedly applies eriteria to these
working class women that would
be called "anti-labor," if applied
to other categories of workers.
One such example is to claim that
the organizing of these women
into a labor union similar to and
for the same purpose as the trade
unions of their husbands, namely,
to carry on the struggle of the
workers against the capitalist
class on the basis of their relation
to social production, would be
injurious to the husbands.

Lenin said that the time had
come to "arganize not thousands,
but millions" of these working-
class housewives, who neverwork
away from home for pay and are
not eligible to join existing trade
unions. I a,iloocate their own in-
d,epend,ent la,bor union for these
wornen.

Organized labor has fought,
and many of its leaders have died,
to establish the workingman's
wage as a "family wage." At the
same time the single men and
women, with their lower wages,
have helped to depress the pay
for the family man whose wage
had to cover the cost of rent,
food and clothing and other
necessities for the family.

Therefore, I propose tlwt the
slogan of a fam,ilg wage not be
droppeil, bwt thqt i,t be broad,ened,
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to include all workers, and that
the slogan be as follows: "The
worker's wage shoulil be o familg
'wage." This would allow women
who are heads of households, and
single men who are unable to
marry on a single man's wage, to
have a more meaningful and
humane life.

Otherwise, noting the tendency
to wipe out protective legislation
for women, the anti-labor forces
may scale d,own the working-
man's "family wage" to that of
the single man and woman, in-
stead of scali,ng up theft wages
to his, in the commendable drive
for equal pay.

The Party has capable theo-
reticians, and it is difficult to
understand why the shoddy writ-
ing of Landy, in his booklet on
women, has survived for 30 years.
To the extent that the Party has
carried on constructive work
with women, it has done so despite
the Browderite revisionism in the
Landy booklet, by ignoring it and
by-passing it. Yet it has exerted
a strangling effect on women's
activities, and it should be re-
nounced by the leadership and
corrected. I am confident that in
time it will be done.

Marxists in the USA are in a
favorable position to make a con-
tribution to the improvement of
conditions not only for American
women, but also for an estimated
billion of the world's women, if
they bring their theoretical and
practieal work with women up to
the level of their other Party ac-
tivities. By no means have all
the thoughts been thought on this
subject !

A Hejoinder
Barry Cohen in his response

to my communication "Workers
in Large and Small Farms," calls
for a direct approach to the
weight of monopoly capitalism in
the economy. I welcome this more
appropriate focus but I find my-
self in disagreement with some
of his factual findings and inter-
pretations.

I question Cohen's method of
computation of the data. He pre-
sents a figure of approximately
20 million employed by the lead-
ing 800 corporations (based on
the May 7972 Fortune afiicle)
he then claims "form the main
economic basis of the financial
oligarchy in the United States."
If he means "main" in a qualita-
tive sense I have no quarrel with
him. But if "main" signifies a
quantitative amount, then what
proportion of the total is it?

Surely Cohen is not arguing
that the 800 leading eorporations
are all of monopoly, yet he re-
tains the figure of 20 million
throughout the article. There is
great merit to the paragraph that
he devotes to a variety of adjust-
ments that might be made in the
20 million figure and he even de-
clares that "we do not pretend
that they are exact figures for
monopoly employment." Yet he
concludes that the number em-
ployed by these 800 corporations
gives a "good first approximation
of direct employment by monop-
oly." In his summary remarks he
omits any reference to any of the
suggested possible adjustments
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and states flatly "more than 20
million persons are direetly em-
ployed" by the monopoly sector,
"or somewhat less than half of
the 57 million persons employed
in the private non-agricultural
economy."

I contend that had he followed
through on the emplofment of
the leading 1500 corporations
(one of his suggested adjust-
ments) he would have arrived at
a different figure. Cohen does ad-
mit this would "probably" give
us "a total somewhat larger than
the 20,000,000," but he never
pursues this.

If we extrapolate from For-
tune (May and June 1972 ar-
ticles) and from other sources,
we would arrive at a figure of
at least 23 million for the leatl-
ing 1500 corporations. For the
leading 2500 corporations, the
figure would be approximately 25
million. I am assuming that these
are monopolistic or intimately
and ultimately tied to monopoly.
Adding other adjustments sug-
gested by Cohen-and in my com-
munication-would further in-
crease these figures and probably
show that a majority of U. S.
workers are employed by monop-
oly corporations and those in the
orbit of monopoly. f am conse-
quently puzzled by Cohen's reten-
tion of the 20 million figure.

In one context Cohen argues
that he would exclude from the
monopoly sector "relatively large-
scale enterprises"i Vet, in an-
other he declares that "many
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smaller corporations also faIl
within the realm of monoPolY."
I readily agtee that in specific
cases the application of certain
criteria for inclusion or exclu-
sion may be rather complicated.
It should be noted that out of
the 1500 corporations considered
above more than 95 per cent em-
ployed 1,000 workers or more.

I readily admit that the desig-
nation of "corporate in any mean-
ingful sense" applied to enter-
prises employing 100 or more
(or 250 or more) which I used
in my original communication is
somewhat arbitrary, but I be-
lieve it had relevance in my argu-
ment with Hacker. For every
nursing home (that Cohen al-
Iudes to, and that employs more
than 100 persons and is obviously
non-monopoly) one can cite scores
of "independent" International
Harvester, G.M. and Ford deal-
ers, for example, who emPloy less
than 100 workers but are defi-
nitely part of the monopoly set-
up. Their eeonomic and political
ties are with the monopoly
giants. Their open conservative
and reactionary political influ-
ences in hundreds of small towns
and in most state legislatures can
hardly be exaggerated. SurelY
they are not candidates for an
anti-monopoly constitueneY.

In the context of Hacker's
claim that small business em-
braces most of the working PoPu-
lation it was entirelY ProPer for
me to refer to the 13 million in
government emploYment. In the
new frame of reference Projected
by Cohen it maY be useful for
analytical purposes to discuss the
three sectors of the eqonomy-
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monopoly, competitive and gov-
ernment-separately, and Yet not
forget their interrelationship.
(We are unfortunately omitting:
any discussion of state monopoly
capitalism and its effects on the
structure and composition of the
working class.)

As for the government sector,
for every Laird, Kissinger,
Reagan, Buckley and Agnew on
the payroll of government there
are tens of thousands of clerical,
secretarial, aecounting and gen-
eral office employees of local, state
and federal government. And the
more than 500,000 postal work-
ers, the three million and more
in education, the hundreds of
thousands of so-called blue-collar
workers, etc., are all wage or
salary earners selling their labor
power and being exploited. The
diplomatic service, the police, the
FBI and CIA agents, the poli-
ticians, etc.-some of whom Cohen
alludes to-are relatively small in
number. They constitute at best
10 per cent of the total of 13
million in civilian government
work. The greatest growth of
unionism in recent years has
been among the so-called white-
collar workers in government
jobs.

Obviously, the last word has
not been said on the question of
employment in the monopoly sec-
tor. More research needs to be
done.

Non-monopoly capitalism is
still strong, as Weinstone claims
in his article, but whether vis-
a-vis monopoly it still employs a
majority of the workers is, to
say the least, very doubtful.

BOOK REVIEWS

Rocism ond Humon Survivai

"Racism and Human Survival."
The title puts very well the most
important question facing Ameri-
cans today. The book thus entitled,
by Claude Lightfoot, documents
the relationship of racism to those
countries where economic exploi-
tation, politieal suppression and
aggressive military expansion
dominate.x It also documents the
converse in those countries whose
policies serve the people.

In other words, the book amply
proves something which is to
many people almost unbelievable
under present circumstances in
this country-that racism is a
product of a particular period of
history, that it can be eradicated,
that whites, Blaeks, Chicanos,
Puerto Ricans, Indians and other
peoples can live as equals in the
United States given the proper
circumstances, which the book
elaborates. In doing this, Claude
Lightfoot has the insight to take
the most crucial problem facing
the United States and to handle it
in such a way as to make both the
problem and its solution very
clear. The importance of this
accomplishment should not be
underestimateil, and one can only

* Claude ,M. Lightfoot, Racism
and Human Suroiuol: Lessons t)f
Nazi Germana for Todaa's World,
International Publishers, New York,
1912, 281 pp:, $1.60.
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hope that this most valuable book
will receive wide distribution.

Lightfoot takes Germany as an
historical crucible to study racism
in different soeial environments.
Beginning with the growth of
fascism in Germany with its ac-
companying growth of racism, he
analyzes the two social systems
that have grown up since the war
on German soil. The author's
choice is, of course, ideal. Start-
ing with one of the most notori-
ously racist states in the history
of mankind, the book raises the
question of whether or not racism
can be exterminated and under
what conditions. The book dissects
the economic and social systems
of the socialist German Demo-
cratic Republic and the capitalist
German Federal Republic.

The first chapter of the book
deals with the historic causes and
the development of racism. It was
particularly enlightening to this
reviewer to ]earn that the actual
classification of people into races
(as opposed to religions and con-
quered nations) tregan in the
capitalist era and served the
needs of specific classes of people.

Its greatest growth was at the
time of the slave trade and served
as an excuse for it.

Chapter 2 deals with prewar
Germany, with the growth of
colonialism, antl with the events

c8
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that led to fascism and the great
upsurge of racism. These events
sound frighteningly like those in
the United States todaY-mass
unemployrnent the burdeu of
taxes placed increasingly on the
shoulders of the poor, the growth
of poverty. Those who ruled Ger-
many, the handful who controlled
its industry, found it increasingly
difficult to maintain their Power
against the growing opPosition of
the people. Ideological suppression
and diversion became necessary
to keep the masses of working
people divided and therefore
powerless. Ideologically, Hitler's
main weapons, like Nixon's, were
an anti-Communism and racism
that were inseparably linked.
Hitler was well aware that unitY
of the working class was the onlY
thing that could stop him. He
said, "We can never sufer an
alien race . [to] claim the
Ieadership of our working class.
. . ." Nixon, throughout his career,
has also attacked Communism as
allegedly an agent of a foreign
power, and though he does not
dare be as flag:rant in his racism
as Hitler, he has quite effectively
replaced the struggle for better
schools and more jobs with the
campaign against school busing
and incitement of fights among
workers for jobs. f draw these
parallels to show the immediate
importance of the book for our
eountry. They also point up the
diffieulty the author faces in deal-
ing with an audience that has
been misled by racism for cen-
turies. It becomes necessary to
spell everything out because one
cannot assume any prior knowl-
edge on the part of the reader.

. In a book dealing with virtuallY
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three different countries in less
than 300 pages, the author pro-
vides a remarkable wealth of in-
formation, but there are some
omissions worth noting. On pages
43 and 44, for instance, Lightfoot
quite correctly explains that Ger-
many, a new industrial power,
was in competition with England
for markets and sources of raw
materials. It was trying to be-
come a colonial power and there-
fore had need of an ideological
rationale for its colonialism-the
inferiority of the PeoPles it
wished to colonize. But if we are
to take the position that raeism
has been not an incidental com-
panion of eapitalism but an in-
evitable one, then it is useful to
explore the question of why
colonies are not just desirable but
vitally necessary to the growth of
capitalism. Why couldn't GermanY
peacefully go about exploiting its
own people and leave Africa
alone? It would have beeu useful
to touch on this question.

Paft 2 of the book deals with
an historic development of which
this reviewer was fortunate
enough to witness a Part-the
growth of the German Democratic
Republic into a socialist state. It
tells how the country was de-
Nazified, how fascist teachers and
pubtic servants were removed
from office, Even more imPortant,
it tells how the big industrialists
who needed and advanced fascism
were expropriated, thus making
its return impossible. The book
documents the vast changes that
have taken place since the begin-
nings in 1945-the miraculous
growth of the eeonomy, the
demowatization of the productive
processes, and the end to racism.

RACISM AND HUT{AN SUBVIVAT

Lightfoot provides an abundance
of evidence-among other things,
extensive quotations from text-
books-demonstrating that the
government has made every effort
to educate its people about the
nature of racism against Africans
and Black Americans. I would
like to add here some personal
experience (or lack of it, if you
will). In my five-year stay in the
GDR, I never encountered any
anti-Semitism with the exception
of two foreign students, who were
reprimanded when I complained.
Talks with Jewish citizens of the
GDR confirmed that this was not
just my individual experience. The
GDR has virtually eliminated
racism within its borders.

Here again Lightfoot provides
a wealth of information. But even
though it is impossible to cover
everything in one book, one might
wish that the relationship between
the economic "miracle" and the
absence of racism, the general
social chanEes and the absence of
racism were more directly tied.
More specifically, in his introduc-
tion to the book, Lightfoot men-
tions an interview with a Blaek
editor who was greatly interested
in soeialism but asked, "What
guarantees can you give me, Mr.
Lightfoot, that the white man will
not betray the Black man under
socialism as he has done under
eapitalism?" The book then comes
to grips with this question; how-
ever, I would have liked to see

all this brought together by an-
srvering it direcUy in the book.

Part 3 deals with the other al-
ternative, the German Federal
Republic, a capitalist state. Here
the major point of the book comes
sharply into focus. The GFR has
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remained an exploitative society
and the laws that led to the rise
of Hitler are still in effect now.
Thus it comes as no surprise that
major posts in the government in-
cluding the chancellorship have
been and are in the hands of
ex-Nazis. Industry is still in the
hands of the same group of people
who brought Hitler to power.
Anti-Communism and racism are
still the weapons of a government
that is as much in danger of be-
coming fascist as ours is. Light-
foot documents the many inci-
dences of anti-Semitism in a
country now practically without
Jews. He quotes some of the text-
books presenting Africans as
mindless muscle and the white
colonialist as the African's savior.
He gives evidence of the super-
exploitation of the "guest work-
ers" from other countries,

With these chapters, all the
evidence is in and the choice that
has faced Germans and faces
Americans becomes obvious. The
book provides us with mountains
of factual information pointing
out one clear theme-racism is the
historic product of capitalism and
can only be destroyed forever
when the social system which
spawned it is destroyed.

"Racism and Human Survival"

-that's exactly how important
the question is. Should fascism
eome to the United States and
threaten the existence of the
whole world, it will be through
the splitting of the American
people by means of racism. We
must do everything we can to
prevent this. Toward this end
Claude Lightfoot's book does us
all a great serviee.
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